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ABSTRACT 

 
A series of biomaterial related systems ― including water and DNA molecules ― 

have been studied using ab initio (first-principles) methods. By investigating the properties 

of water as the preliminary step, the hydrogen bond (HB) interactions, which play important 

roles in biomolecules, were better understood from the quantum mechanical viewpoint. The 

calculated K-edge x-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectra of all 340 oxygen 

atoms in the model have been accumulated to reproduce the experimental one. The spectra 

were shown to be very sensitive to the HB configurations of O atoms, which could be used to 

elucidate the subtle structural variations in complex biomolecules. The simulation of single-

molecule DNA overstretching experiments under torsionally constrained condition has been 

carried out afterwards. The initial DNA models were stretched stepwisely and eventually 

gained an extension of 1.5-fold (150% × the original length). The variation of total energy, 

atomic configuration, and the electronic structure during this process were analyzed in 

details. At the extension of ~1.3-fold, the ring opening reactions occurred in the backbones. 

The backbone nicks appeared at elongations of ~1.40-fold. The whole process was 

accompanied by HB breaking and charge transfers. We have proposed an overstretched 
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structure named O-DNA (Opened-DNA) to clarify the confusion in understanding the 

behavior of DNA under high force load. With more experiences gained, a comprehensive 

methodology revealing the underlying principles of bioprocesses from the quantum 

mechanical viewpoint eventually come up. For the purpose of better computational accuracy, 

the scheme of implementing the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) exchange-

correlation functionals into the Orthogonalized Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals 

(OLCAO) program suite has been discussed, and the computational efficiency has been 

analyzed correspondingly. Moreover, the parallel strategy for performing evaluation on a 

regular mesh and relevant updates to the file system were also presented. All the fundamental 

works above paved the way for more sophisticated study on wet DNA model and interfaces 

between biomolecules and bioceramic materials in the future. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 Context 

 Over the recent few decades, a young and rapidly evolving field of research named 

nanobiotechnology has grown out of the embryonic state. At the crossroad of biotechnology 

and nanoscience, nanobiotechnology concerns the utilization of biological systems optimized 

through the evolution, such as cells, cellular components, nucleic acids, and proteins, to 

fabricate functional nanostructured and mesoscopic architectures comprised of organic and 

inorganic materials. Some major examples include specifically designed structures formed 

using the self-assembling properties of nucleic acids, microcontact printing of proteins, 

biomolecular motors, and nanoparticles for drug delivery, etc [1, 2]. The new phenomena 

exhibited and their fascinating nature behind have triggered deep and wide investigations that 

involve both experimentalists and theorists. 

 Theoretical modeling could be very promising in this area of study for two main 

reasons. First, with the state-of-the-art modeling packages and rapid growth in the computing 

power, the design and simulation of functional molecular machines are feasible with current 

computational facilities. For example, present nanobiotechnology uses the most rudimentary 

molecular structures (DNA, etc.) as building blocks to achieve economical fabrication. By 

using the Nucleic Acid Builder (NAB) [3], constructions of DNA double helix with different 

conformations are simplified into the inputs of the sequence order and a few structural 

parameters. Moreover, the development of parallel programming libraries [4, 5] and the 
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creation of high-performance computing tools [6] enable new implementations of rigorous 

physical theories such that systems with greater complexities can be addressed within a 

favorable time range. Second, computational simulations of nano-scale systems have a lot of 

advantages compared to real experiments. Such modeling is a relatively economical way to 

explore the truly wide range of possible molecular machines, allowing the rapid elimination 

of obvious dead ends or the retention, as well as intensive analysis of more promising designs 

[7]. It is clear that the right computational support will substantially reduce the developing 

time. Theoretical simulations also allow us to independently control the intrinsically 

entangled experimental parameters, such as size, shape, chemical composition and degree of 

agglomeration, etc., in order to identify the underlying mechanisms responsible for 

instabilities of nanostructures. Also possible is to study the properties in highly non-

equilibrium environments, such as extreme temperatures and pressures, or strong electric or 

magnetic fields, which are very difficult to probe experimentally [8]. 

 Despite the attractive features mentioned above, theoretical modeling is still some 

distance away from being a ‘black box’ with little discrimination regarding different systems. 

Present ab initio or first principles quantum mechanical methods [9] can study systems with 

up to a few hundreds of atoms, and the semi-empirical methods [10] can treat as many as 

several thousands of atoms. Classical mechanical methods can address problems on a scale 

ranging from the microscopic size to the mesoscopic size but with limited accuracy [11]. The 

confluence of all those computational progresses is the multiscale modeling [12] which has 

already shown great impact on various disciplines in both academic researches and industrial 
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sectors. In particular to nanobiotechnology, an emerging field where both experimental and 

theoretical exploring tools are far from mature, the quantum mechanical methods based on 

density functional theory (DFT) have some intrinsic advantages, and are able to contribute in 

this area. DFT is an exact theory about the ground state of electrons which greatly reduces 

the number of degrees of freedom in solving the complicated Schrödinger equation compared 

to the conventional wave function (WF) approaches [13]. It is extremely powerful in 

obtaining the accurate atomic structure and investigating the electronic interactions.  It also 

offers the greatest sensitivity to chemical reactions that are important in the surface effects of 

nanohazards [14, 15] and some bio-nano interactions such as the translocation of 

nanoparticles through biomembranes [16]. However, the deficiencies of present DFT 

methods also should be addressed. Most DFT calculations are performed at zero temperature 

with little consideration of the real experimental conditions which may involve solvent or 

inter-particle interactions rather than the ideal case of ultra-high vacuum. Fortunately, these 

problems could be solved within current knowledge scope using the ab initio molecular 

dynamics (MD) methods and properly tuned models [8]. 

 The ab initio DFT simulations of complex biomolecules and that of regular 

crystalline systems have certain differences. First, the periodicity of biomolecular models is 

not so self-evident that special attentions need to be paid to avoid the problems associated 

with boundary conditions. Second, biomolecular models usually involve a large number of 

atoms in one unit cell with little symmetries in the structure. Therefore it is often much more 

computationally demanding hence the conflicts between the desired accuracy and the 
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computing resources need to be properly balanced. Moreover, the short-range hydrogen 

bonding and the long-range Van der Waals force play important roles in determining the 

biomolecular conformation. The way to analyze and interpret those soft and sensitive 

interactions has not yet been well established. Generally speaking, to carry out a meaningful 

ab initio calculation of biomolecules is not a simple task. It requires a well-designed model, a 

well-organized scheme together with the techniques to extract useful but inconspicuous 

information covered by the seeming mess. 

 

1.2 Outline and Motivation 

 This work will focus on the ab initio DFT studies of several important systems 

closely related to many biological and bioengineering processes. As the first step, water, the 

most common and intriguing substances on Earth yet the most important component in living 

organisms, will be studied to clarify the ambiguity in the hydrogen bond (HB) definition 

using quantum mechanical language. This will prepare us with the fundamental 

understanding of the intermolecular interaction for better analysis of more complex 

biomolecular systems. The next step will be the simulation comparable to the single-

molecule DNA overstretching experiments [17, 18]. The purpose of this part is to fully 

resolve the mechanism of structural deformation in the overstretching process by using 

accurate atomic-scale information such as atomistic movements and bonding strength 

variations obtained from the calculation.  
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Beyond the curiosity to understand the systems mentioned above, testing and 

improving the performance of various first principles packages (the Vienna Ab initio 

Simulation Package (VASP) [19], the Spanish Initiative for Electronic Simulations with 

Thousands of Atoms (SIESTA) method [20], and the Orthogonalized Linear Combination of 

Atomic Orbitals (OLCAO) program suite [21]) in dealing with the complex biomolecular 

systems are also important purposes of this work. The combination of those packages has 

been successfully applied to a variety of crystalline and non-crystalline materials, including 

complex microstructures such as interfaces and surfaces [22]. In the second chapter, the well-

known DFT theory and some technical aspects of the packages used in this work will be 

introduced. Special discussions will be put on the potential new features and the strategy of 

their implementations for the present OLCAO method to achieve better accuracy and 

efficiency.   
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL METHODS 

 
2.1 Density Functional Theory 

2.1.1 Introduction 

 Ever since the emergence of quantum mechanics, it has been well recognized that 

given suitable computational tools, all properties of materials can be addressed by viewing 

the systems as interacting electrons and atomic nuclei and solving the Schrödinger equation. 

However, the equation with many particle interactions is too complicated to allow a direct 

solution. After many decades of pursuit, the electron density approach successfully overcame 

the unfavorable scalability problem associated with the previous WF approach [23], thus the 

dream to deal with large and complex systems became more realistic. 

 The idea of using electron density as the basic variable can be traced back to the 

Thomas-Fermi theory about electron gas [24, 25] in the 1920s, but it is not until the two 

Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) theorems [26] proposed in 1964 that the density functional theory 

was put on a firm theoretical footing. The two theorems state: 

(1) The external potential ( )extv r


, and hence the total energy, is a unique functional of the 

electron density ( )r 
, 

(2) The density that minimizes the total energy is the exact ground state density. 

where r


 represents the positional coordinates. 
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Thereafter, the Kohn-Sham (KS) method [27] was ingeniously proposed and 

eventually turned DFT a practical tool for rigorous calculation. By introducing the non-

interacting reference system and conglomerating all the many-body related energy into the 

exchange-correlation (XC) energy, the resulting single-electron KS equation becomes the 

heart of 90% of current quantum mechanical calculations in molecules and solids. To solve 

the KS equation, explicit expression of the XC functional is necessary. In the following 

years, the development of XC potential term has been continuously pushing forward. 

Nowadays the widely used approximations include the local (spin) density approximation 

(L(S)DA) [27] and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [28]. L(S)DA assumes 

that the electron distribution within a system is uniform and has been demonstrated to be 

very successful for homogeneous systems. GGA is a step forward in the sense that it is a 

functional of both density and its gradient. It is more accurate in dealing with inhomogeneous 

systems such as heavy fermion system where the electron correlation is very strong. The 

early works on GGA dated back to 1983 [29], when Langreth and Mehl (LM) proposed their 

GGA based on the wave-vector analysis of XCE . After that, GGA has been continuously 

improved. The most popular functionals include the works of Perdew-Wang (1986, PW86) 

[30], Beche-Perdew (1988, BP) [31] and Lee-Yang-Parr (1988, LYP) [32]. All of them are 

parameter-dependent and are optimized only for some particular types of systems. The 

appearance of Perdew-Wang (PW91) GGA [33] in 1991 ended this situation. It was 

constructed purely under ab initio conditions and fulfilled almost all scaling relations except 

high density limit of uniform scaling. The much more recent improvement over PW91 
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include an accurate description of the linear response of the uniform electron gas, correct 

behavior under uniform scaling, and a smoother potential were proposed by Perdew-Burke-

Ernzerhof in 1996 (PBE96) [34]. 

 In this chapter, the ab initio computational packages used in this work (VASP and 

OLCAO) will be introduced with special discussions on the practical scheme of 

incorporating GGA XC functionals into the OLCAO method. The updated data storage 

structure is also considered. 

 

2.1.2 Kohn-Sham Equation 

 By conglomerating all the many-body related energy into the XC term, the total 

energy functional can be expressed as 

* 21
2

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

( ) [ ] [ ]

s XC ext

N

i i XC ext
i s

E T J E dr

dr J E v dr

    

    

   

     



 



                                        (2.1), 

where the electron density is: 

2| ( , ) |
N

i
i s

r s  
                                                                                                (2.2), 

and [ ]sT  is the kinetic energy of the non-interacting reference system, [ ]J   is the classical 

Coulomb potential, XCE  represents the XC potential and the last term describes the external 

potential. 

 If the N orbitals are continuous and square integrable, then the density defined in 

(2.2) covers the N-representable ensemble. So the variational search for the minimum [ ]E   
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can be equivalent in the orbitals space {ψi}. In order to have the electron density defined in 

(2.2) to be valid, the N orbitals must actually be orthonormal, 

*( ) ( )i j ijx x dx                                                                                                 (2.3). 

In the variational search formula, the ground-state total energy can be written as 

*

* 21
2

( ) ( )

( ) [ ] [ ]
i j ij

N

g i i XC ext
i sx x dx

E dr J E drMin
  

    


 
      

 
 

 
              (2.4). 

With the Lagrange Multipliers method, the condition for minimum [ ]E   is  

*[ ] ( ) ( ) 0
N N

ij i j
i j

E x x dx    
 

  
 

                                                                   (2.5), 

which leads to the equations 

 21
2[ ]

N

i eff i ij j
j

H                                                                                     (2.6), 

where the effective potential eff  is defined by 

'
'

'

[ ][ ]
( )

( )
( ) ( )

| |

XC
eff ext

ext XC

EJ
r

r
r dr r

r r

   
 
 

  

  




  
 

                                                                        (2.7). 

Since H is a Hermitian operator, ij is a Hermitian matrix which can be diagonalized by a 

unitary transformation of the orbitals. Such a transformation leaves the density and the 

Hamiltonian invariant. Thus, the famous Kohn-Sham orbital equations [27] are obtained in 

the canonical form 
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 21
2[ ]i eff i i iH                                                                                          (2.8). 

The total energy can be determined from the resultant density calculated via (2.4) 

[ ] [ ]
N

i XC XC
i

E J E dr        


                                                                      (2.9). 

Here 

21
2 [ ] 2 [ ]

N N

i i eff i s ext XC
i i

T dr J dr                   
 

                (2.10). 

So far, the Kohn-Sham equation turns out to be exact for the ground state without any 

approximation. To solve the KS equation, the explicit expression of the many-body and non-

classical XC functional term [ ]XCE   must be given.  

 

2.1.3 Exchange-correlation Functional 

 The LDA and GGA approximations to [ ]XCE   have the general forms 

[ ] ( ( ))LDA
XC LDAE f r dr  

 
                                                                                      (2.11), 

 
[ ] ( ( ), ( ))LDA

XC GGAE f r g r dr  
   

                                                                            
(2.12), 

where XCf   is the local XC energy density, and XC is the XC energy per electron. The 

notations ( ) ( )g r r
  

, ( ) ( )g r r   
  

, and ( ) ( )g r r 
 

 are used where α labels the 

three Cartesian coordinates. In this work, we restrict the discussion to the spin non-polarized 

case for simplicity. The inclusion of spin polarized electron density is trivial. It is easy to see 

that in the limit of slow varying density, we should have ( ( ),0) ( ( ))GGA LDAf r f r 
 

.  
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 There are two different strategies for determining the function fGGA, either adjust f 

such that it satisfies all (or most) known properties of the XC hole and energy, or fit f to a 

large dataset of exactly known binding energies of atoms and molecules. The former was 

preferred, when constructing GGA functionals, one usually tries to incorporate a number of 

known properties of the exact functional into the restricted functional form of the 

approximation. 

 In LDA the XC potential has an explicit analytical form  

LDA
LDA LDA XCLDA
XC XC

ddf

d d

  
 

                                                                                 (2.13), 

whereas in the GGA it is considerably more complicated [35] 
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                                      (2.14).

 

It is easy to find that GGA
XC  depends on both the first and the second gradient of the electron 

density. Since ( )r 
 has cusps at extreme of ρ, g  is discontinuous at these points, which 

causes problems for its numerical representation. Furthermore, some parameterizations of 

GGA
XC  that apparently join seamlessly different density regimes, may have higher derivatives 

that do not behave well in those transition regions. 
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 The following comparison of two well-known XC functionals — the Ceperley-Alder 

[36] (LDA) and PBE96 [34] (GGA) — will explicitly show the differences. The analytical 

expression of the former one is as follows  

 ( ) ( )LDA LDA LDA
LDA XC X Cf                                                                                (2.15), 

in which 
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(2.16). 

Here 
1/3

3

4sr 
 

  
 

 is the local Seitz radius, and other coefficients are predefined constants. 

 The expression of XC energy per electron ( GGA
XC ) in PBE96 is different such that  

  ( ) ( ) ( , )GGA LDA LDA
GGA XC X X C C sf F s H r t       

                                             
(2.17), 

where 
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                                              (2.18). 

It is too complicated to obtain a simple analytical form of the XC potential GGA
XC  for direct 

implementation. For most popular ab initio computational packages, GGA is implemented 

through numerical interpolation. Some practical schemes for evaluating GGA
XC  and GGA

XC   will 

be reviewed later on. 

 

2.2 The VASP Package and Calculation 

2.2.1 Introduction  

 The VASP introduced by Kresse and co-workers in 1993 [19] is a package for 

performing ab initio quantum mechanical calculations, using either Vanderbilt pseudo-

potentials or the projector augmented wave (PAW) method, and a plane-wave (PW) basis set. 

VASP uses a self-consistent cycle with a Pulay mixer and an iterative matrix diagonalisation 

scheme to calculate the KS ground-state equation. These techniques avoid the problems 

occurring in the original Car-Parrinello method [37, 38] which is based on the simultaneous 

integration of electronic and ionic equations of motion.  
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The use of the PW basis set enables VASP to take advantage of fast-Fourier-

transforms (FFTs) technique for calculating the operation of the Hamiltonian and avoid the 

Pulay-term in the Hellmann-Feynman forces [39] calculation. Forces and the full stress 

tensor can therefore be easily calculated and used to relax atoms into their instantaneous 

ground-state. It is well recognized that VASP is an accurate and efficient package suitable for 

geometry optimization of lots of different systems. In order to solve the difficulties 

associated with the PW basis set, VASP introduced pseudo-potential and pseudo-WF 

constructed from spherical Bessel functions to describe the core region. 

Pseudo-potential is an effective potential constructed to replace the all-electron 

atomic potential such that core states are eliminated and the valence electrons are described 

by nodeless pseudo-WFs. In this approach only the chemically active valence electrons are 

dealt with explicitly, while the core electrons are ‘frozen’, being considered together with the 

nuclei as rigid non-polarizable ion cores. There are three strategies supported by VASP to 

describe core region ion-electron interaction: optimized norm-conserving pseudo-potential 

[40-42], ultra-soft Vanderbilt pseudo-potentials (US-PP) [43-45], and the PAW method [46]. 

Norm-conserving pseudo-potentials are derived from an atomic reference state, requiring that 

the pseudo- and all electron valence eigenstates have the same energies and amplitude (and 

thus density) outside a chosen core cutoff radius cr . Pseudo-potentials with shorter cutoff 

radius are said to be soft, which is more rapidly convergent, but less transferable, that is less 

accurate to reproduce realistic features in different environments. The recently introduced 
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PAW method performs a linear transformation from the pseudo- to all-electron WFs, and 

hence greatly reduces the number of parameters needed for the construction of its datasets. 

 VASP has already been successfully applied to a large number of different systems 

including liquid, amorphous semiconductors, transition metals, metallic and semiconducting 

surfaces and interfaces as well as phonons in solids. However, as is well known that no 

method can be good for everything, there are limitations in VASP. The number of the WFs in 

the basis set depends on the energy cutoff, which will restrict VASP from efficient 

calculation of core-level spectral properties for large systems. In addition, using PW basis set 

increases the difficulty to trace the detailed information in the electronic structure. In order to 

compensate these disadvantages, other ab initio DFT packages including the OLCAO 

method and SIESTA have been adopted. 

 

2.2.2 Geometry Optimization 

 Geometry optimization is the process of finding the minima of the potential energy on 

the mesh surface. The structures with the minimum energy are called equilibrium structures 

where the force on each atom is close to zero. It is an important step in computational 

simulation, because the atomic configuration determines many physical and chemical 

properties. To perform geometry optimization, the forces on each atom need to be calculated 

first using derivatives of the total energy. Then the atoms are moved to the equilibrium 

positions where the total force is zero. With the new structure configuration, new potential 

energy can be obtained followed by new forces exerted on the atoms. With a sufficient 
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number of iterations, the differences between the new energy value and the previous one will 

fall into the acceptable convergence range. Then the geometry optimization is considered to 

be complete. Apparently, the optimization relies on the level of energy convergence level. 

Without this step, if there is still large force exerted on atoms, the structure is not stable in 

reality, thus the following analysis might distort our understanding. Possible false results 

could be gap states between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest 

unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) in the insulator. Optimization can also be used to 

locate transition structures, which are represented by saddle points on the total energy 

surface.  

 One important property need to be mentioned about the ab initio relaxation is that 

each atom in the molecule is considered as an independent particle such that the short ranged 

interatomic interaction and the longer ranged intermolecular forces are treated on equal 

footing. The intermolecular forces determined in this way tend to allow the system to relax 

into the most favorable instantaneous configuration among many low energy possibilities. 

This is in contrast with many molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Taking water for 

example, MD will treat each H2O molecule as a fixed entity with only orientational and 

translational degrees of freedom. 

 

2.2.3 Parallel VASP Running Experiences 

 Another experience gained from using the parallel VASP code on the supercomputer 

Hopper Cray XE6 at the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC) 
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[47] is that with the optimized parameter options, we can speed up the computational process 

significantly. Hopper has 2 twelve-core AMD 'MagnyCours' 2.1 GHz processors per node 

with a per core memory of 1.3Gb. While running jobs on the reduced number of cores per 

node, we found that by using a couple of aprun command line options, -S and -cc, the VASP 

relaxation on a 660-atom DNA double-helix model (results shown in Chapter 3) ran around 

2.5 times faster. The detailed comparison of the time used for an ionic step before and after 

adding the command options are listed in Appendix A. Both jobs run on 32 Hopper nodes. 

The LOOP time is the time used for one electronic step and the elapsed time is for one ionic 

step. We see that one ionic step was shortened from 8631.025s to 3327.090s. The reason for 

this improvement is that the jobs are better distributed to utilize the parallel programming 

algorithm implemented in the package. 

 

2.3 The SIESTA Method and Calculation 

 SIESTA is a DFT method for performing electronic structure calculations and ab 

initio MD simulations of molecules and solids [20, 48, 49]. It was born in 1996 to implement, 

in self-consistent DFT, the order-N (O(N)) algorithms developed for tight-bingding model 

[50, 51]. It allows DFT simulations for more than a thousand atoms in modest PC 

workstations, and over a hundred thousand atoms in parallel platforms. By far, a large variety 

of systems involving nano-scale materials have been addressed using this method, including 

nanoclusters, nanotubes, biomolecules, adsorbates at surfaces, etc [52]. 
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SIESTA uses the standard norm-conserving pseudo-potentials [40-42] to get rid of 

the core electrons and allow for the expansion of a smooth (pseudo-) electron density on a 

uniform spatial grid. The use of a linear combination of strictly confined atomic orbitals basis 

set generates sparse Hamiltonian and overlap matrices required by the O(N) method [53]. 

The basis set includes multiple-ζ funtions to describe the atomic valence orbitals, and the 

polarization orbitals to account for the deformation induced by bond formation. There are 

different basis set options available in SIESTA. The minimal single-ζ (SZ) basis is 

appropriate for the extremely fast semiquantitative simulations, while the standard double- ζ 

polarization (DZP) basis yields high-quality results for most of the systems under reasonable 

computational costs. The basis functions and the electron density are projected on a real-

space grid, in order to calculate the Hartree and XC potentials and matrix elements, with a 

number of operations that scales linearly with the size of the system. SIESTA allows both 

LDA and GGA XC functional, and the density gradients for the latter are evaluated by finite 

differences in the grid. 

Several additional important features of SIESTA are mentioned briefly: (1) The 

atomic forces and stresses are obtained by direct differentiation of the KS total energy with 

respect to atomic positions, which allows the simultaneous relaxation of atomic coordinates 

and cell size using conjugate gradients minimization or several other annealing algorithms; 

(2) MD simulations are also allowed at constant energy or temperature, and at constant 

volume or pressure [54]; (3) There exist an auxiliary program VIBRA to compute the 

Hessian matrix and phonon spectrum as well as an interface between the PHONON program 
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[55] and SIESTA; and (4) Transport properties and optical responses are also possible to 

study using difference approaches.  

 

2.4 The OLCAO Method and Calculation 

2.4.1 Overview 

 The concept of using linear combinations of atomic orbitals (LCAOs) in the band 

theory of solids was originally introduced by Bloch in 1928 [56]. After many decades of 

systematic refinement [57-59], the current real-space self-consistent field (SCF) [60] 

orthogonalized-LCAO (OLCAO) method combined many advantages of the developments 

from various groups and has become computationally very efficient. OLCAO is an all 

electron DFT method using LDA approximation. It is particularly suitable for the calculation 

of electronic, optical, magnetic, and spectroscopic properties of complex condensed matter 

systems. By far, it has been applied to the supercell amorphous solids and liquids [61, 62], 

grain boundaries [63], surfaces and interfaces [64, 65], biomaterials [66, 67], as well as 

superconductors [68]. The mathematical rigor and technical details behind the present 

OLCAO package have been well described previously [68-70]. We will simply go through 

some of the key terminologies and concepts, selectively discuss the technical aspects, and 

introduce the computational capabilities that have been used to investigate the systems in this 

work. In the end, special discussions will be put on the practical GGA implementation 

scheme. 
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The Atom-centered Potential Functions  

 In the OLCAO method, the effective potential effv is represented by a superposition of 

the atom-centered potential functions which are themselves linear combinations of atom-

centered gaussians, plus corresponding Gaussian dampened pointer potentials to correctly 

simulate the near nucleus behavior.  

( ) ( )eff A A
A

v r v r t 
 

                                                                                            (2.19), 

2 2
, ,

1

( ) exp( ) exp( )
N

A
A A j A j A

j

Z
v r r D r

r
 



    
                                                  (2.20), 

where AZ  is the atomic number of the atom at the site, and A , ,j A  are the exponential 

parameters which are predetermined. The first term in (2.20) comes from the ion potential 

screened by the electrons which describes the behavior of the nuclear Coulomb effect. The 

second term consists of the contributions from electronic Coulomb effect and many-body XC 

interactions. During the SCF iterations, the first term will not change whereas the coefficients 

{ ,j AD } in the second term are updated each electronic step. Typical datasets of { ,j AD } and 

{ ,j A } of oxygen atoms are shown in APPENDIX B. 

 Here, a very crucial approximation is adopted. For the same atomic site, the same 

exponential set { ,j A } in the Gaussian expansion in (2.20) is used. This approximation 

reduces the number of multicenter integrals between GTOs and enables OLCAO method to 

be applied to large complex systems. The optimal choices of { ,j A } are usually attained 

through the application of OLCAO to a large number of simple crystals. OLCAO has a 
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relatively comprehensive database of the exponential coefficients for most common 

elements. 

 

The WF and Atomic Basis Set 

 The solid state WF solution of the KS equation is expanded in terms of Bloch 

functions  ,ib k r

 
: 

     
,

,n
nk i i

i

r C k b k r 


 
  

                                                                                  (2.21), 

where   labels the atoms in the cell and i represents the orbitals’ quantum number (l, m). 

The Bloch function is constructed from the linear combination of atomic orbitals iu  centered 

at each atomic site: 

     1, expi iN
b k r ik R u r R t   



  
                                                               (2.22). 

Here R


 represents the lattice, t


 is the position of the  th atom in the cell, and k


 is the 

reciprocal space vector in the Brillouin zone. The atomic orbital iu  is represented by product 

of the linear combination of a suitable number of Gaussian Type Orbitals (GTOs) and a 

spherical harmonic function 

     1 2exp ,n
i j lm

j

u r C r r Y   
  
 
                                                               (2.23), 
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where the quantum numbers n, l, m are collectively labeled as i. The exponentials  j  are 

predefined and their coefficients  jC  are obtained through separate atomic calculations. 

More specifically, we have  
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(2.24). 

 There are three types of basis set for every element: minimal basis (MB), full basis 

(FB) and extended basis (EB). The general rules are as follows: the MB contains the 

minimum number of orbitals which has at least one occupying electron, the FB is obtained by 

adding one more orbital for each of the present angular quantum numbers, and the EB 

follows the same manner by adding one more layer to FB. Taking the C atom for example, 

the three types of basis set are (1s, 2s, 2p), (MB + 3s, 3p), and (FB + 4s, 4p). Instead of using 

the above as fixed rules, OLCAO offers a lot of flexibilities for incorporating more orbitals 

into the basis which is especially useful for heavy atoms. Taking the transition metal Fe for 

example, the MB is (1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 4s, 4p, 3d), the FB is (MB + 5s, 4d), and the EB can 

be (FB + 5p, 6s, 5d, 6p). With many years of efforts, a complete database of the atomic 

orbitals has been built up for most of the common atoms. 

 An example of the standard MB dataset of O atom can be found in APPENDIX C. 

From this file, we can get the following information: (1) the exponentials  j  are simply 
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ranging from a minimum min  and a maximum max  distributed in a geometric series; (2) the 

1s orbital is accounted as the CORE, while the (2s, 2p) are put into the VALENCE orbitals; 

and (3) all orbitals of one atom are expanded using the same set of Gaussian functions. 

Something additional features of the OLCAO basis functions deserving comments include: 

(1) the exponential set can be obtained using the geometry optimization scheme within the 

OLCAO method; (2) a core orbital is generally defined as the energy level of the orbital is 

lower than that of oxygen 2s orbital; (3) there is plenty of flexibility to define a core state 

(e.g. Ca 3p semi-core orbital is treated as a valence state for better accuracy); and (4) the WF 

of the same element share the same set of exponential values. Therefore, elements of the 

Hamiltonian and Overlap matrices belonging to the same atom pair can be calculated using 

the results of the same set of GTO pairs. For atoms with large number of orbitals, the 

advantages of using the same sufficiently large set of exponentials becomes apparent since 

the computational cost can be lowered by up to an order of magnitude. 

 

Secular Equations 

 By substituting the WF with a linear combination of atomic orbitals, the standard 

solution of the KS equation (2.8) lead to the secular equation 

 
     , , 0i j i jH k S k E k    
  

                                                                             (2.25), 

where   ,i jH k 


 and  kS ji


 ,  are the Hamiltonian and Overlap matrices respectively: 
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                      (2.26). 

In the case of s-type GTOs (n=0), the interaction integrals have the following forms: 

Overlap integral: 

 2 2
1 expA B A A B BI s s r r dr    


                                                                   (2.27), 

Kinetic energy integral: 

    2 2 2 2
2 exp expA B A A B BI s s r r dr      


                                      (2.28), 

Three center integral: 

     2 2 2 2
3 exp exp expC Cr

A B A A C C B BI s e s r r r dr       


                           (2.29), 

Three center coulomb integral: 
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2




                           (2.30), 

Momentum integral: 

      2 2
5 , , exp , , expA B A A B Bx y z x y zI s s r r dr      

        


                        (2.31). 

We can see that the use of Gaussians as the ultimate basis facilitates the analytical integral 

calculations. Regarding the higher angular momentum orbitals such as p-type, d-type and f-

type orbitals, the recursive formula are used to obtain their expression: 
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            (2.32). 

 

Electron Density Representation 

The secular equations solved using the SCF method give us the KS orbitals ( , )nk k r
 

, 

from which the electron density can be derived as follows: 

2

.

( ) ( , )nk
occBZ

r k r dk  
  

                                                                                  (2.33). 

There is one thing to be mentioned that ( )r 
 represents the contribution of valence electron 

density whereas the core electron density ( )c r 
 is obtained separately. This is an important 

feature of the OLCAO method resulting from the core-orthogonalization process which 

performs a unitary transformation to the Hamiltonian and Overlap matrices to eliminate the 

non-diagonal blocks of the core states. We can do this because in most cases the core states 

are highly localized and of little research interest in solids. The purpose of doing so is to 

improve the computational efficiency while not affecting the accuracy, and it has been 

proved extremely advantageous in complex systems. The theoretical details of core-

orthogonalization has been presented in Ouyang’s work [69] and will not be repeated here.  

To reduce the dimensionality of the potential energy integrals,  ( )r 
 and ( )c r 

 are 

further cast into the same set of atom centered gaussian functions as those used in the 

potential representation using least square fitting 
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                                                                                (2.34), 

 2
, ,( ) expc

A j A j A
j

r G r  
                                                                               (2.35). 

Generally, we can use the following schematic diagram to summarize the SCF 

process 
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,sec                (2.36), 

which generates an updated set of potential coefficients  jAD  and eventually leads to the 

required convergence. During this process, the electron density needs to be numerically 

evaluated on a predefined real-space mesh to calculate the contribution of XC energy and 

potential. We will discuss the characteristics of this mesh shortly. The OLCAO method 

contains more complicated details beyond what we have briefly discussed. To fully 

understand them requires not only the mathematical derivation but also careful reading of the 

source code and running jobs on actual computer platforms. 

 

2.4.2 Technical Aspects 

 An OLCAO calculation is usually carried out in two stages: SCF portion and post-

SCF portion. In this section, the responsibilities of both stages will be introduced first 

followed by the file-storage system which organizes the massive intermediate data created by 

the OLCAO calculation. There has already been a very comprehensive description of these 

technical details by Rulis [70], but the purpose of repeating them here is to help the readers 
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get a general picture of the computing procedures in their mind which later on will facilitate 

understanding of the discussion on the GGA XC functional implementation.  

 The SCF portion contains two consecutive program executables. The first one is 

called the setup phase in which the analytic integration of multi-centered Gaussian functions 

is performed, electrostatic interactions with the atomic nuclei are computed, and the mesh for 

the evaluation of the XC effect is initialized [70]. The second step is called the main phase. 

Based on the initial guess of the potential, the KS equations are solved using the Linear 

Algebra Package library [71]. The eigenvectors, i.e. wave functions, are then used to 

compute the electron density. Finally, the electron density is used to compute a new potential 

and thus complete an iteration of the SCF cycle. Once the potential is converged to a desired 

level of accuracy, it can be used for the next stage post-SCF calculation.  

 The post-SCF portion consists of five program executables. The first one called 

integral phase is responsible for evaluating the analytic multi-center Gaussian integrations for 

specific k-points within the reciprocal-space lattice of the crystal system. But if the system 

has no symmetry like the biomolecules in the present work, or if the supercell is large enough 

such that the reciprocal-space lattice is very small, only one Γ-point (0, 0, 0) will be 

sufficient. The second program is the wave function phase which calculates the wave 

functions and energy eigenvalues at each selected k-point. The three remaining programs use 

the results of the wave function phase to compute either the partial density of states (PDOS) 

and local index (LI), bond order (BO) and effective charge (Q*), or various spectroscopic 

properties. 
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 The calculations in both SCF and post-SCF stages will create large amounts of 

intermediate data that need to be read and rewritten frequently. To reduce the data storage 

footprint and easily access the intermediate data, the Hierarchical Data Format Version 5 

(HDF5) [72] file system introduced by Rulis [70] plays the key role. Taking the setup HDF5 

file generated from the SCF portion for examples (Figure 1 [70]), the root of the file is 

divided into three distinct sections corresponding to the atomic interaction integrals, the XC 

mesh, and the electrostatic interactions. Within the atomic interaction integral section are 

four sub-groups. Three of the sub-groups each contain an array of datasets corresponding to 

the k-points for the atomic overlap, kinetic energy, and nuclear potential integral 

contributions to the Hamiltonian. The fourth sub-group is itself divided into an array of sub-

sub-groups. Each sub-sub-group is created for one term from the atomic potential 

contribution to the Hamiltonian. These sub-sub-groups then contain an array of datasets 

corresponding to the k-points for the potential terms. The XC group does not contain any 

sub-groups but instead has an array of triplets of datasets. The number of triplets is equal to 

the number of potential sites in the system. Each triplet is composed of a dataset holding a 

single number indicating the number of points for the XC mesh at this potential site, a dataset 

for the radial weight of each point for the associated potential site, and a dataset for the 

exchange density operator for this potential site. In addition to the potential site datasets a 

single dataset is attached to the XC group that holds the overlap dataset.  The electrostatic 

group contains only single datasets.  The local neutral charge, local nuclear charge, non-local 

neutral charge, non-local nuclear charge, non-local polar charge, core charge density, and 
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electrostatic overlap datasets are held here. The vast majority of the data are stored in the 

atomic potential matrices and the XC groups. 

 

 

Figure 1. SCF setup phase HDF5 File from ref. [70]. 
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It is necessary to put some detailed description on the XC group (see Figure 1 inside 

the red box) of the setup HDF5 file because of its tight relation to the GGA implementation 

scheme. As the first step, a picture of the real-space XC mesh (see Figure 2, for simplicity 

only a 2D lattice is considered) in mind will help us understand the advantages of organizing 

data in this style.  

The OLCAO mesh is specially designed to fit for the atom-centered atomic orbitals 

and potentials. The basic unit for mesh construction is the Wigner cell of each atom (yellow 

and green boxes). In each Wigner cell, many rays originating from the center of the atom are 

uniformly distributed. Along each ray, many mesh points are assigned according to the 

weighting scheme such that more points closer to the nuclear sites than far away from the 

sites. The number or rays can be changed depending on the system size, but the default value 

is 99 rays. According to the default weighting scheme for point distribution along the rays 

each atom contributes approximately 4000 points to the system mesh. 
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Figure 2. Schematic display of the OLCAO XC mesh: Wigner cell of each atom (yellow and 
green boxes); Sampling rays: green (yellow) vectors starting from the atom ending at the 
boundary of the Wigner cells; Sampling points: green (yellow) dots. 
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Each triplet in the XC group stores the weighting factor and density operator of every 

mesh point in the Wigner cell of one particular potential site. We have mentioned that the 

electron density contributed by each potential site has been fitted into the same set of 

Gaussian functions as the energy potential, therefore the evaluation of charge density at 

certain mesh point is equivalent to summing up the contribution from every Gaussian 

function within the cutoff range. Since only the fitting coefficients change during the SCF 

cycles, we can add up the invariant exponential parts according to their exponential values 

,j A  to construct density operators (Rho Operators). The operators are then saved in the 

HDF5 file and later on will be recalled once the updated coefficients are ready.  

The computing procedures to get density operators can be expressed as follows 

 
,

2
, ,

loop :

   each mesh point  

      each potential site 

         each replicated cell 

            each exponential gaussian  of 

RhoOperator( , ) sum exp[ ( ) ]

   end
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                      (2.37),
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 represents the position of mesh point k, ,m l A LatticeVec Cellr r r r  
   

 locates the center 

of the Gaussian function. Finally, according to (2.34), the numerical value of valence 

electron density at mesh point k is  ,
,

RhoOperator ,v
k j A

j A

F j k    . 
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2.4.3 Scheme for GGA Implementation 

Existing GGA Implementation Scheme 

 As mentioned previously, GGA XC functionals has been well accepted due to the 

higher accuracy for many systems. Nowadays different implementation schemes have been 

developed to allow its practical use by various first principles packages. In DFT calculations, 

the XC energy and potential of the system are usually obtained by evaluating the quantities 

on a predefined real-space numerical mesh then taking the integral. GGA XC functionals 

depend on both the electron density ρ and the electron density gradient ( )r 
. If a well-

defined basis set is used, ρ and ( )r 
 can be calculated exactly at any point in the space, 

from the electron WFs and their gradients. In practice, this may add a considerable overhead 

in terms of computer time and memory. Alternatively, the gradient can be expressed as a 

linear operator of the density at the neighboring grid points (see Figure 3(a), for simplicity 

only a 2D lattice is considered), using either FFTs or finite differences [35, 73]. The former 

method usually comes with uniform integration mesh and PW basis set, while the later can be 

generalized to nonuniform mesh and arbitrary basis using Lagrange interpolation. For 

example, VASP has adopted the former scheme, and SIESTA uses the later. By the meaning 

of nonuniform mesh, it indicates the interval between two points can vary. Other than that it 

is similar to the uniform one. We will simply categorize them as regular mesh in which the 

crossings of the horizontal and vertical lines are the locations of the mesh points for 

interpolation. The OLCAO XC mesh does not have this feature so that it will be referred to 

as irregular mesh in the following text. 
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Difficulties with the Present OLCAO Mesh Scheme 

  Although the atom-centered irregular mesh is very convenient for evaluating 

the electron density and XC potential under LDA, it creates troubles in GGA. The most 

crucial problem is that the mesh points lack of a concise sequence order within the whole 

system because they are generated locally according to each potential site. Moreover, the 

sequence order cannot reflect how close two points are as handy as the regular mesh. To be 

more specific, the comparison of density gradient interpolation on both meshes surrounding 

the purple point is presented as follows. Beforehand we should be clear that simply including 

all existing points for interpolation will be unaffordable so that some cutoff limits are used. 

On a regular mesh (Figure 3(a)), the interpolating points (yellow ones) for the purple point (i, 

j) can be picked up immediately at (i-n, j), …, (i-1, j), (i+1, j), …, (i+n, j) and (i, j-n), …, (i, j-

1), (i, j+1), …, (i, j+n). On the OLCAO mesh (Figure 3(b)), for the purple point (i, j, k) at the 

center ― the kth point on the jth ray of the ith atom site, all points within the cutoff region 

(black circle) from both the original (green) and the neighboring (yellow) Wigner cell need to 

be considered. We probably can identify those points by tracking their distances to the center 

and trace back to the coordinates, but that will require large additional computer memory to 

store the distance values, and the searching process, which will be repeated for every mesh 

point in every SCF cycle, will impedes the computational efficiency significantly. For normal 

solid state systems which easily contain tens or hundreds of atoms, the possibility of using 

the original mesh for GGA interpolation has been excluded. Beyond this major problem, how 

to decide the cutoff region (sphere? box? how big? etc.) to ensure a valid interpolation is also 
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an open question. The density of the mesh points in different regions varies due to 

irregularity of the mesh, which prevents us from using a unified criterion.  

 

 

 

Figure 3. Schematic display of the density gradient interpolation on (a) uniform mesh (upper 
panel) and (b) OLCAO mesh (lower panel). 
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Discussions on Potential Solutions for OLCAO 

 By far, we have been aware of the intrinsic advantages and inadequacies associated 

with the present OLCAO mesh. To implement GGA, we could learn from SIESTA by 

introducing a uniform mesh for electron density (ρ) evaluation and using the finite 

differences for density gradient ( ( )r 
) interpolation. Accordingly, the storage of the XC 

intermediate data (see Figure 1 red box region) need to be updated because the mesh points 

are no longer localized to each potential site. One potential file system is displayed in the 

following schematic diagram (Figure 4): the large data block contains (N1 × N2 × N3) data 

cells, and in each cell the information associated with one particular mesh point are 

categorized into five different sections, including the mesh index, Cartesian coordinates, ρ 

operator, interpolating matrix, and the density gradient ( )r 
 value. Among these, the first 

four sections will not be changed during the SCF iterations. The ρ operators can be calculated 

following the same procedures in the present OLCAO program suite. The ( )r 
 values will 

be obtained after the evaluation of ρ values at all mesh points has been done, and this data 

section will be updated every iteration.  

Although regular mesh is more suitable for electron density gradient evaluation 

compare to the original one in OLCAO, it also loses some benefits. The original mesh allows 

a much denser distribution of mesh points when close to the atom, which is easier for 

sampling the electrons near the core region. Let us consider a simple cubic lattice with two 

inequivalent atom sites thus two Wigner cells, a total of only 8000 mesh points by default 

(4000 × 2) will be sufficient for correctly interpreting the electron distribution. On the other 
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hand, using a (20 × 20 × 20) regular mesh might be too sparse for the core region but too 

much for the region far away from the atom site. Apparently, simply increasing the mesh 

density will result in a much more expensive calculation in terms of computer storage and 

simulation time. To solve this dilemma, data parallelization algorithms will be very helpful. 

However, partial parallelism does not necessarily mean more efficiency, while detailed 

discussions on the parallelization of the entire package are beyond the scope of this present 

work. Rulis has proposed the parallelization schemes with respect to different portions of the 

OLCAO program suite [70], but to integrate them definitely requires more efforts. 

 

Figure 4. Potential alternative file storage system of XC group under GGA. 
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2.4.4 Computational Capabilities 

 Many electronic-structure properties can be constructed from the wave functions of 

the KS equation. The density of states (DOS), G(E), depicts the electron state distribution as 

a function of energy:  

 
3 3

( )
(2 ) (2 ) | |

d dS
G E dk

dE E 
 

 
 


                        

(2.38),  

where Ω  is the volume of the unit cell and the integral is over the constant energy surface in 

the  k


 space. Many methods have been devised to perform the integration over the BZ in the 

equation (2.38) accurately. The most accurate and widely used method is the linear analytic 

tetrahedron (LAT) method [74-76]. In OLCAO, the total-DOS (TDOS) can be resolved into 

partial components called partial-DOS (PDOS), according to different atoms, different atom 

orbitals, and even different spins in the spin-polarized calculations.  

 It is also instructive to define the fractional charge  nk
iA

  for the ith orbitals of the Ath 

atom in the normalized state ( )
nk

r 


according to the Mulliken's population analysis scheme 

[77] 
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where S is the overlap matrix between atoms A and B with orbitals labeled as i and j. The C 

values are the eigenvector coefficients of the nth occupied state. Then the effective charge on 

each atom can be obtained by summing over the occupied orbitals,  
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,

nk
A iA

ink occ
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                                                                                                   (2.41). 

We can further derive the charge transfer properties by taking the difference between *
AQ  and 

the charge of neutral atom, which enable us to study the charge redistribution effect. 

 The bond order which quantitatively characterizes the strength of the bond between 

atom pair A and B can be defined as  
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(2.42). 

Compared to the purely geometric criteria using bond length and bond angle, it is far more 

accurate and concise to describe the bonding properties especially for the weak ones like 

hydrogen bonds which play an important role in biomolecules. A minimal basis set is usually 

sufficient for BO calculations because the Mulliken scheme is more effective when the basis 

is more localized. 

 The physical processes underlying x-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) 

[78] spectroscopy can be described as follows: (1) the absorption of an x-ray photon by a 

core level of an atom induces the emission of a photoelectron; (2) the resulting core-hole is 

filled either by capture of an electron from another level accompanied by emission of a 

fluorescent photon or via an Auger process [79]. In XANES the fluorescent photon, Auger 

electron and an inelastically scattered photoelectron may be measured together with the 
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initial photoelectron. This enables XANES to probe the final state of the photoelectron in a 

bound state such as an exciton [80]. The effect of measuring fluorescent photons, Auger 

electrons, and directly emitted electrons is equivalent to sum over all possible final states of 

the photoelectrons, meaning that what XANES measures is the total joint density of states of 

the initial core level with all final states, consistent with conservation rules. When the x-ray 

photon energy resonantly connects a core level with a narrow final state in a solid, such as an 

exciton, readily identifiable characteristic peaks will appear in the spectrum. These narrow 

characteristic spectral peaks are usually called fingerprints. 

 To correctly describe the interaction between the core-hole and the excited electron, 

the supercell-OLCAO method [22, 81] has been developed. The spectra are computed in a 

two-step process starting with a standard SCF ground state calculation followed by an 

excited state calculation where one electron is removed from the targeted core orbital of a 

selected atom and is placed in the bottom of the conduction band. The second step results in 

changes of the electron density distribution hence a different set of converged wave functions. 

SCF iterations account for the excited-electron core-hole interaction. Then, dipole transitions 

that explicitly include the momentum matrix elements are computed according to Fermi’s 

Golden rule between the targeted core orbital from the ground state calculation and the 

conduction band from the excited state calculation. The sufficiently large supercell ensures 

no core-hole-core-hole interactions between the adjacent cells. For more accurate 

determination of higher energy states, the EB basis set is the default choice for XANES 

calculation. By far, the supercell-OLCAO method has been successfully applied to a large 
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number of complex crystals, defects, surfaces, interfaces, and complex microstructures [65, 

82-86]. 

 

2.4.5 Summary 

The OLCAO program suite has undergone many evolutionary steps from generation 

to generation. Beyond implementing GGA XC functionals that has been discussed in the 

present work, some other enhancements and extensions that are being made or can be made 

are listed here. The versatility of the OLCAO method can thus be enhanced by defining an 

improved and more flexible basis set, implementing algorithms for the computation of Van 

der Waals forces, or by providing a framework for adding more complex XC functional (e.g. 

LSDA+U, hybrid functional, etc.), introducing practical schemes (e.g. configuration 

interaction, etc.) to address some of the drawbacks in the local density approximation of 

density functional theory, etc. Moreover, the improvement in computational efficiency, 

friendlier user interfaces, and easier communication with Third Party Software are also aims 

of the OLCAO developers [21]. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CASE STUDIES 

 
3.1 Network Structure of Bulk Water 

3.1.1 Introduction 

 Water is one of the most common and intriguing substances on Earth yet it is far from 

being fully understood. It is also the most important medium in biological systems. In 

addition to the liquid and vapor phases, there exist many phases of solid H2O (see Figure 5 

[87]) covering a wide range of temperatures and pressures that exhibit many interesting 

phenomena. All the properties of these phases are closely related to the local configurations 

of the water molecules as determined by their intermolecular interactions – especially their 

HBs [88]. The existence of a network structure of H2O in the liquid phase is a fundamental 

issue that has attracted a lot of attention both experimentally and theoretically. Due to the 

variety of existing models of water, the limitations of experimental techniques to verify them, 

the need for precise criteria to define a HB, and the lack of unambiguous criteria to analyze 

them, there are conflicting opinions as to whether the molecules in water form a network 

structure primarily composed of tetrahedrally bonded H2O or of one-dimensional filamentous 

structures [89-94]. Several models regarding the network characteristics have been proposed 

to interpret experimental neutron scattering and XANES spectral data [89, 95]. On the 

theoretical side, models with non-periodic clusters ranging from several to a few hundred 

molecules have been studied using different first principles computational methods including 

ab initio MD and DFT [96-98]. There have also been discussions that the ambient-condition 
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simulations using DFT functionals will rather describe a supercooled state that is 

overstructured compared to liquid water [99]. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Water phase diagram [87]. 
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3.1.2 Model and Computational Methods 

 To obtain a sufficiently large and valid model for bulk water, a combination of 

different methods was applied. The first step was to construct an initial model with periodic 

boundary conditions and 340 water molecules (a = 21.6641Å, density: 1g/cc) using Packmol 

[100]. The use of periodic boundary conditions eliminates the artificial surface effects that 

would be present when using finite molecular clusters.  

 Next, we used the SIESTA code for ab initio MD optimizations of the molecular 

system. The model was equilibrated at 300K for 3000 fs. Snapshot configurations from the 

ab initio MD trajectory were selected and analyzed. Of these snapshots, the one with the 

most ideal configuration (identified by the absence of ionized species such as OH- and OH3
+ 

ions) was chosen and its structure was fully relaxed using the VASP with high precision to 

minimize the deviation of the O-H covalent bond lengths (BLs) and H-O-H covalent bond 

angle (BA) θ compared to the ideal H2O molecule. The following parameters were adopted: 

(1) the PAW-PBE potential with GGA; (2) a high energy cutoff of 500 eV depending on 

different models; (3) an electronic convergence criterion of 10-5 eV; (4) a force convergence 

criteria of 10-3 eV/Å for the ionic relaxation; and (5) one k point at Γ which is fully justified 

due to the large cell size and the correspondingly small Brillouin zone. A ball and stick 

picture of the final relaxed model is shown in Figure 6.  

 The electronic structure calculations were then performed using the OLCAO method. 

An FB set of H (1s, 2s, 2p) and O (1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p) was used to investigate the density of 
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states, while the bond order properties and XANES spectra were calculated using MB (H (1s) 

and O (1s, 2s, 2p)) and EB (H (1s, 2s, 2p) and O (1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 4s, 4p)) respectively. 

 

 

 

Figure 6. The periodic water model with 340 H2O molecules. 
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3.1.3 Results and Analysis 

Structural information 

 The distribution of values for the bond lengths and bond angles is very narrow 

(Figure 7), with small values for the standard deviations from the mean (1.00±0.006 Å and 

106.32°±2.528° respectively). These values are very reasonable when compared to 

experimental data for liquid water [101]. When performing MD simulations where the atoms 

are treated as independent particles, it is not generally necessary to minimize the BA and BL 

distortions because they are usually regarded as fluctuations and tend to be inconsequential 

when averaged over many configurations. However, for ab initio electronic structure 

calculations based on a single model this is generally not possible. An exceptionally large or 

unrealistic distortion in one or a few water molecules can adversely affect the quantum 

mechanical calculation of the electronic structure by introducing gap states.  

 

 

Figure 7. Distributions of (a) covalent bond length rO-H  and (b) bond angle θ (∠HOH). 
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Figure 8 displays the calculated radial distribution functions (RDFs) for the O-H, H-

H, and O-O pairs along with neutron diffraction data [95]. The peak positions are in good 

agreement although, as expected, the peaks in the theoretical curves are much sharper, which 

has been discussed in the work by Yoo et al. [99] as a result of the supercooled state caused 

by the ambient condition MD DFT simulations. When the temperature rises to a much higher 

level than the ambient condition, the peak height reduces and becomes comparable to the 

experimental intensity [99]. Moreover, our single model simulation does not include the 

kinds of time dependent broadening effects associated with experimental measurements. The 

RDFs from MD simulations [102] are generally much broader and smoother because they are 

averaged over many configurations. Investigating the electronic structure of liquid-water 

phase would be desirable in the sense of direct comparison with the experimental results at 

ambient conditions, but it is beyond the scope of the current study. We will discuss the issues 

related to the construction of liquid-water models, and suggest some potential key points in 

determining the micro-scale configurations.  
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Figure 8. Radial pair distribution functions for the water model (red solid): (a) O-H; (b) H-H; 
and (c) O-O. Experimental data (cyan dash) is from ref. [95]. 
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Density of states 

 The calculated DOS and PDOS plots are displayed in Figure 9. The model has a 

HOMO-LUMO gap of about 4.51 eV which is slightly lower than the values obtained by 

other DFT calculations using LDA and GGA [103]. The element-resolved PDOS shows the 

strongly covalent nature of the bonding between O and H in the H2O molecule. It is 

characterized by a sharp peak at -1.15 eV from the O lone pair and two other peaks at -6.64 

eV and -18.68 eV. These valence electronic structures are in good agreement with both the 

experimental photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) studies [104, 105], and the theoretical DFT 

work by Brancato et al [97]. 

 

 

Figure 9. Calculated DOS (black solid) and PDOS (blue dash dot: O; red dash: H) in water. 
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Hydrogen bond properties 

 In a water model, HBs (represented as O…H) are much weaker than the O-H 

covalent bonds, yet they are sufficiently strong to dictate the intermolecular interaction. 

There have been several criteria proposed for defining a HB. The effective pair potential 

scheme uses the local minimum in the potential curve as the upper limit of H-bonding energy 

[106]. The HBs can also be defined by geometric cutoffs using different sets of atomic 

configuration parameters [89, 107]. The near-neighbor hydrogen and oxygen (NNHO) 

criterion can be considered as an upgrade of the geometric cutoffs because it is less 

dependent on rigid arbitrary atomic distances [108]. Finally, the quantum mechanical bond 

order (BO) values can reflect the stability differences between different kinds of bonds and 

therefore can help to distinguish HBs [109].  

 Figure 10 displays our results on the BO distribution of (O, H) pairs with ROH < 3.5Å. 

The distribution range can be divided into three regions. Region I is extremely narrow, with 

many very small BO values, the atoms in this region are considered to be nonbonded. In 

region III, the distribution has a narrow peak centered at 0.27 originating from covalent O-H 

bonds within the H2O molecules. The HB distribution is in region II. It is well separated from 

the covalent bonding above and it shows a clear minimum at 0.015 (marked with an arrow) 

separating it from region I. According to this distribution, the HBs are the O…H pairs with 

BO values in the range of 0.015 to 0.100 centered approximately at 0.05. The lower end of 

the distribution constitutes the weak HBs, and the high end of the distribution represents the 

stronger HBs. We have further checked the intermolecular O-H distances of atoms associated 

with BO values that are less than 0.015, and found that all of them are larger than the well-
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accepted HB separation of 1.98Å in liquid water. In region II, only three HBs have O-H 

separations that are slightly longer than 1.98Å. This is because the BO value does not simply 

scale with the distance of separation but is also affected by the bond angle and presence of 

other nearby atoms. 

 

 

Figure 10. Distribution of all O and H bonds in the water model: region I: nonbonded; region 
II: H-bonded; region III: covalently bonded. 
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Figure 11 illustrates the HBs between a H2O molecule and its two nearest neighbor 

molecules, (H2O)' and (H2O)''. A water molecule (H2O) can play two roles in hydrogen 

bonding, the donor D (with reference to (H2O)') and the acceptor A (with reference to 

(H2O)''), depending on which atom is involved in the H bonding. According to our calculated 

BO values for all the atoms in the model, the 340 water molecules can be divided into four 

groups, with two, three, four, and five HBs, in which both the donors and acceptors are 

counted. The group with four HBs (two donors and two acceptors or 2D2A) is the fully 

bonded group, which accounts for 85% of all the HBs. The four HBs in these molecules all 

tend to have similar strength. Other groups with two (1D1A and 2D0A, 3.2%) or three 

(2D1A and 2A1D, 10.3%) HBs have a much smaller presence and are usually identified as 

broken bonded. The smallest group (1.5%) with five HBs (2D3A) is called the overbonded 

group, and it has relatively weak HBs. The average HB number per molecule is 3.85 and this 

appears to support the tetrahedral HB network model in bulk water.  

The distributions of the groups with two, three, and five HBs are shown in Figure 12. 

For the two-HB group, the centroid is near the middle with a BO value close to 0.05. For the 

three-HB group, it shifts to the left indicating a weaker average HB strength for that group. 

For the five-HB group, they also tend to be at the region of much smaller BO values. We 

have compared these electronic-structure results with other snapshot configurations obtained 

from different steps along the equilibrium trajectory of the ab initio MD simulation and 

found that all of them have similar percentages for the four groups. This finding is in contrast 

with another proposed network model consisting of filamentous H2O chains that are formed 
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by H2O molecules, with each having two strong HBs each. The chains are said to interact 

with a surrounding disordered cluster network through weak hydrogen bonding [89]. 

 

 

Figure 11. Schematic illustration of donor and acceptor H bonds between three water 
molecules H2O, H'2O', and H''2O''.  

 

 

Table 1. Portion of four groups with different HB numbers. 

 
 
  No. of HB No. of molecule 

2 11 (3.2%) 

3 35 (10.3%) 

4 289 (85%) 

5 5 (1.5%) 
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Figure 12. Distributions of the H bonds for the three groups: two-HB (blue); three-HB (pink); 
and five-HB (yellow).  

  

To have a better understanding of the relationship between HBs and the 

intermolecular configurations and also to compare with other HB criteria, we plotted the 

intermolecular parameters rO-O' and α (see Figure 11) of each HB in Figure 13. Wernet et al. 

[89] suggested a geometrical cutoff of rO-O' = -0.00044 α2 + 3.3 Å [curve (i) in Figure 13] to 

show which parametric combinations permit hydrogen bonding. The discrete data from our 

model stay well under this curve, with the majority in the range of rO-O' = 2.6-2.8 Å and α = 

1°-15°. This indicates that the parabolic curve from Ref. [89] is not stringent enough in 

describing the condition of HB formation. It is highly unlikely for HBs to form with rO-O' 

larger than 3.1 Å and α greater than 28°. The scattered plot in Figure 13 also shows that the 

most dense population of HB distribution is around rO-O' = 2.7 Å and α = 8° and that there is 

no explicit relation between the number of HBs for a molecule and its rO-O' or α. From the 
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discussion above, we can see that BO criterion is a simple and accurate way to define the 

presence of HBs. 

We have also attempted to identify statistical correlations between the number of HBs 

for a molecule with the intramolecular parameters rO-H and θ (rO-H = (rO-H1 + rO-H2)/2; θ = 

∠HOH from Figure 11). In Figure 14, each data point represents the parameters for one water 

molecule and they are plotted in accordance with the four groups categorized above. The 

average rO-H of the broken-bonded HBs (groups i and ii) are mainly distributed in the range 

of shorter BLs while the full- and over-bonded ones (groups iii and iv) occupy the longer-

range region. This is reasonable since the molecules with shorter rO-H tend to be more charge 

localized. It is also clear that the fully bonded molecules have a wider distribution in θ, 

covering both the larger and the smaller ends. 
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Figure 13. Scattered plot of rO-O' vs α (∠O'-OH) for all H Bonded O…H pairs. Solid Line: 
HB definition curve from ref. [89]. 
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Figure 14. Scattered plot of the average O-H covalent bond length rO-H vs covalent bond 
angle θ. 
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XANES spectroscopic properties 

 The O K edges for all 340 oxygen atoms in this large model are obtained using the 

supercell-OLCAO method. The data provides us with a sufficiently large sample of the 

XANES spectra to investigate meaningful correlation of spectral features with the HB 

structure of a model closely related to bulk water. Figure 15(a) shows the experimental x-ray 

Raman scattering (XRS) [89] and x-ray absorption spectra (XAS) [110] together with our 

calculated O K edge averaged over all single spectra. The calculated total spectrum is shifted 

by 5.99 eV to the left to align with the main peak in the experimental curves. Clearly, our 

total spectrum shows a pre-edge peak at ~535 eV, a shoulderlike structure near 537 eV, a 

main peak at 538 eV, and a post-edge broad peak between 540 and 541 eV. These features 

are in very good agreement with experimentally measured spectra [89]. The presence and 

reproduction of the shoulderlike structure at 537 eV is important and this feature has been 

routinely neglected by others in discussing their research results.  

 For better interpretation, the 340 O K-edge spectra were divided into four groups 

according to the HB numbers and they are shown in Figure 15(b). It can be seen that the pre-

peak originates predominately from the group with two HBs with no contribution from the 

overbonded group with five HBs. This observation is consistent with other findings on the 

relation between the pre-peak intensity and broken HBs [111]. On the other hand, the post-

edge region is more affected by the fully bonded molecules. Figure 15(a) also shows that the 

ratio between the pre-peak and main peak is larger for the experimental curve than for the 

calculated one. This could be attributed to several factors. First, because of the periodic 

boundary conditions, the model in this work represents the bulk water with no surface 
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dangling bonds. Therefore it is reasonable to have a smaller portion of broken-bonded water 

molecules and a higher number of HBs per molecule. Second, the theoretical curve is the 

superposition of many individual curves with different edge onsets which tends to smooth 

out the sharp features.  

 This is illustrated in Figure 16 where we display the eleven O K-edge spectra for the 

group with two HBs, or 3.2% of the total 340 spectra. As can be seen, all have a strong pre-

peak but they have different edge onsets, and when added together the resultant is a less 

prominent pre-peak. The difference in their edge onsets is related to their different local 

geometries in addition to their HB features. Because the position of the edge onset is 

determined from the difference in total energy of the ground state and the excited state, it is 

conceivable that a more accurate determination of those energies would slightly reduce the 

variation and then increase the strength of the pre-peak in the total spectrum. In Figure 17 we 

randomly selected O K spectra (molecule number: 39, 328, 201, 255) from each of the groups 

among the 340 spectra calculated. Generally, as the HB numbers increase the observed trend 

is that the pre-edge peak height decreases and the post-edge height increases. 
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Figure 15. (a) O K-edge XANES spectra: experimental (i) XRS at 25˚C [89]; (ii) XAS at 
ambient conditions [110]; (iii) averaged spectra over 340 molecules from present calculation. 
(b) Calculated total spectra for the four categorized groups with two, three, four and five 
HBs. 
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Figure 16. All eleven individual O K-edge spectra in the two-HB coordinated group from 
calculation. 
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Figure 17. A typical representative spectrum form each group with two to five HBs. 
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3.1.4 Discussions 

No doubt the validation of all statistical analysis depends on the structure. Beyond the 

340-H2O model fully relaxed using SIESTA and VASP (corresponding to Table 2 Model-2), 

we have built several other periodic water models and studied their electronic structure 

properties (Model-1, 3-5). The initial structure (IS) of Model-1 obtained from Packmol is 

equilibrated using SIESTA, and then certain snapshot without dissociated water molecules is 

picked up from the MD trajectory as the final structure (FS) for OLCAO calculations.  

Model-1 can be viewed as the preliminary stage of Model-2. By keeping the oxygen atoms at 

the their original positions and the normal vectors of H2O molecule planes in the same 

direction, we have adjusted the covalent BAs and BLs of all H2O molecules according to the 

experimental values to obtain the IS of model-2, which is referred to as idealized water 

model. The VASP relaxation gives us the FS of model-2. Model-3 consisting of 800 H2O 

molecules is constructed from a totally different way using MD packages by our collaborator. 

We did the idealization process on Model-3 in the same way as Model-2 to get the IS of 

Model-4, and then performed the VASP relaxation on it to get the FS. The structure of 

Model-5 is derived in an even more interesting way. It is based on an amorphous SiO2 model 

in which all Si atoms are tetrahedral-bonded to four neighboring O atoms. This network 

structure has some similarity with water models. By replacing Si with O, and O with H, 

adjusting the BAs and BLs, and performing the VASP relaxation, we obtained the FS of 

Model-5. Generally speaking, Model-1 and Model-3 are snapshots directly taken from the 

MD trajectory, while the others further go through VASP relaxations. 
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In Figure 18 and 19, the distributions of the covalent BL and BA reveal how the 

simulation techniques could affect the atomic structures. Conspicuously, the MD snapshots 

without idealization have much more spread distributions of BL and BA, which turn to be 

disadvantages in XANES calculations according to our experiences. For example, the 

averaged total O K-edge XANES spectrum of Model-1 does not show any pre-peak or 

shoulder features compared to Model-2 and the experimental curve (see Figure 20). As has 

discussed before, the peak features are very sensitive to the intermolecular HB network 

structure, this may imply that the idealization process reduces the disorder of the system, 

which facilitates the ab initio MD relaxation using VASP to optimize the water model with 

large quantity of HBs, and enhances the features of those four groups with different number 

of HBs.  

Figure 21 shows the HB BO distributions of the five distinct models. First of all, we 

see that Model-1 and Model-2 do not differ much on the range or maximum values of BO 

except that Model-2 has a heavier weight of stronger HBs. Further comparison of the portion 

of the two to five HB-bonded groups did not show much difference. This indicates the VASP 

relaxation does not significantly modify the HB connections. For Model-3, the majority of 

HBs are distributed in the weak-bond range compared to the rest four, and it is not very easy 

to set the lower bound of HB criterion based on this distribution. Possible interpretation may 

be that the average covalent BL of Model-3 is relatively shorter such that the electrons are 

more localized to the water molecules, rendering the intermolecular HBs less strong. Due to 

the limitation of computing resources, we did not calculate the O k-edge XANES spectra of 
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any 800-H2O model. In the future, it would be desirable to categorize the O atoms according 

to their HB numbers for Model-3, since it has a distinct HB BO distribution. With those 

information, we can estimate what kinds of peak features will exhibit in the final averaged 

spectrum in order to further verify our conclusion on the relation between HBs and XANES. 

 

Table 2. Water models constructed and studied with different methods. 

Model 
No. of 
H2O 

a(Å),b(Å),c(Å) 
α, β, γ 

Initial 
Structure 

(IS) 

Relaxation 
Method 

Final 
Structure 

(FS) 

1 340 
a=b=c=21.66 Å 

α=β=γ=90° 
Built by 
Packmol 

SIESTA 
Snapshot from 
ab initio MD 

trajectory 

2 340 
a=b=c=21.66 Å 

α=β=γ=90° 

FS of Model 
1 w/ H2O BL 

& BA 
idealized 

VASP 
ab initio MD 
fully relaxed 

3 800 
a=b=c=28.815 Å 

α=β=γ=90° 
From 

collaborator 
MD package 

MD 
equilibrated 

4 800 
a=b=c=28.818 Å 

α=β=γ=90° 

FS of Model 
3 w/ H2O BL 

& BA 
idealized 

VASP 
ab initio MD 
fully relaxed 

5 432 

a=23.75 Å 
b=22.17 Å 
c=24.60 Å 

α=90.46° 
β=94.04° 
γ=90.77° 

Amorphous 
SiO2 model 

VASP 
ab initio MD 
fully relaxed 
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Figure 18. Comparison of the distributions of the covalent bond length rOH of Model 1-5.  
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Figure 19. Comparison of the distributions of the covalent bond angle θ of Model 1-5. 
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Figure 20. Total averaged O k-egde XANES spectra of Model-1 (purple), Model-2 (red), and 
experiment (blue) [110]. 
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Figure 21. Comparison of the distributions of the O..H HB bond order of Model 1-5. 
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3.1.5 Conclusions 

 Based on the detailed ab initio calculation of a model to mimic bulk water and the use 

of quantitative bond-order values to define HBs, we found that tetrahedrally coordinated 

water molecules dominate with an average of 3.85 HBs per water molecule. The distances 

(rO-O') and angles (∠O'OH) that characterize the HBs are narrowly confined in the range of 

2.6-2.8Å and 1°-15°, respectively. Large-scale non-ab initio calculations could be guided by 

this more stringent criterion when interpreting their results. The calculated O K-edge XANES 

spectra correctly reproduce the peak features observed in the experiments, and the 

decomposition of the spectra according to HB numbers confirms that the pre-peak is caused 

by H2O molecules with fewer than four HBs, while the main- and post-peak structures are 

determined by the local geometry of the individual molecules and their surroundings. This 

project clearly demonstrates that the ab initio BO criterion used to define weak hydrogen 

bonding is accurate and efficient, and can be applied to complex liquids, cement hydrates, 

biomolecular systems, etc. Further, the accurate calculation of many XANES spectra, which 

are very sensitive to the variations of local atomic environment, can be used to elucidate 

subtle points of the structural properties of complex materials. 
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3.2 Mechanism of DNA Overstretching Deformation 

3.2.1 Introduction 

 The structure of DNA molecules has been well known to people. A DNA double-

helix strand consists of two long polymers which run in opposite directions to each other. 

The strands are formed by simple units called nucleotides (see Figure 22). A nucleotide is 

then formed by one phosphate group, one sugar (deoxyribose), and one of the four types of 

nucleobases: Adenine (A), Guanine (G), Thymine (T), or Cytosine (C). The sugar and 

phosphate groups are joined by ester bonds to form the backbone of DNA. The nucleobases 

on one strand will pair with those on the other through hydrogen bonds. One A-T pair forms 

two HBs, while one G-C pair forms three HBs.  

 In nanobiotechnology, DNA has been viewed as a functional material far more than a 

genetic information carrier. The deformation of the double-helix structure involved in many 

important biological and bioengineering processes has attracted a lot of research interests. 

Through direct single-molecule manipulation, the force–extension curve shows some typical 

features of the DNA overstretching process (Figure 23) [112-114]. It usually begins with an 

“entropic elasticity” plateau where force f of several piconewtons (pN) straightens the 

knotted DNA. As the DNA extension approaches its full contour length (L0), the force begins 

to grow steeply, reflecting the elastic response of the stretched DNA. At f ∼ 65 pN, the DNA 

undergoes a significant extension to ∼1.7-fold (1.7 × L0), resulting in a wide plateau that is 

often attributed to the transition from the classical Watson and Crick’s B-DNA [115] to the 

so-called S-DNA [116]. The structure of S-DNA ― usually depicted as a partially unwound 
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ladder with base pairing intact (Figure 23 inset) ― has not yet been directly observed, but it 

offers reasonable interpretations to some experimental phenomena [117, 118] that will be 

discussed shortly, and has also obtained supporting evidence from MD simulations [119]. 

Beyond the 65 pN plateau, the steep force growth resumes, presumably reflecting the elastic 

response of S-DNA. Some short-lived intermediate state, such as molten-DNA (M-DNA) 

[120, 121] in which the base pairing are destroyed, could exist in this stage. Eventually, 

another plateau at f ∼ 115 pN appears, corresponding to the force-induced melting which 

causes the formation of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) [114].  

 The number, width, and height of the plateaus in the force–extension curve may vary 

depending on the temperature [122], the DNA sequence [117], the number of nicks in the 

DNA strands [122-124], solvent pH [122], salt concentration [122], torsional constraints 

[113], pulling speed, and the stiffness of the AFM cantilever [125]. For example, if the DNA 

is torsionally constrained (3’5’-5’3’ geometry attachment as opposed to 3’-3’ (torsionaly 

unconstrained, see Figure 24(a, b)),  the S-DNA state may conceivably be skipped, and the 

overstretched DNA will melt from the nucleation points in the phosphodiester backbone 

[113]. In the curve, the steeply rising portion can be well fitted using the worm-like chain 

(WLC) model [126] or freely-joined chain (FJC) model [127] based on the polymer theory 

(see Figure 24(c)) [125]. However, there still lacks of a clear interpretation of the molecular 

mechanism underlying the plateau behavior. 
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Figure 22. Four nucleotides and bonding formation in double-helix structure. 
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Figure 23. Labeled sections: (1) the entropic elasticity plateau, (2) elastic extension of B-
DNA, (3) the B–S transition plateau, (4) elastic extension of S-DNA, (5) the DNA melting 
plateau, and (6) elastic extension of single-stranded (melted) DNA (ssDNA) (from ref. [112, 
114], inset from ref. [113] Figure 1(c)).  
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Figure 24.(a) 65 pN overstretching plateau under torsionally unconstrained condition, from 
ref. [113] figure 1(a); (b) 115 pN overstretching plateau under torsionally constrained 
condition, from ref. [113] Figure 1(b); (c) overstretching curve fitted with WLC and FJC 
model: green dot clearly indicates the final state to be ssDNA, from ref. [125] Figure 1(a). 
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There used to be long heated debates on whether S-DNA is just a hypothetic phase 

during the overstretching. Recently, in the experiments by van Mameren et al. [113], the 

multicolor fluorescence dyes were used to distinguish the dsDNA and ssDNA. Under the 3’-

3’ attachment condition, the ssDNA generated from nicks or free ends is directly identified 

when the molecule underwent an abrupt extension at ~ 65 pN (Figure 24(a)) [113]. Hence, 

they concluded that peeling is an obligatory step for the ~ 65 pN plateau, which challenged 

the S-DNA assumption [128].  

But shortly after, Paik et al. observed the exhibition of the ~ 65 pN plateau using a 

topologically closed but torsionally free DNA assay with no nicks or free ends (Figure 25) 

[124]. Moreover, one single overstretched-mode of ssDNA cannot clearly explain the 

retraction-hysteresis observed through magnetic tweezers measurement [117]. Hysteresis 

means that if we stretch DNA to some extent, and then gradually decrease the applied force 

to let it retract, the force–extension relation follows a different path from that in the 

increasing-force stage. It is often associated with irreversible thermodynamic changes. Some 

potential assumptions of the molecular structural mechanism which may lead to hysteresis 

have been proposed. Figure 26(a) depicts the so-called hairpin formation within the unpeeled 

single strands due to the self-complementarity of the nucleobases [114], and  Figure 26(b) 

shows the development of large molten bubbles which possibly lead to nicks under high 

tension [120]. There could be large free-energy barrier between these structures and the 

original B-DNA resulting in difficulties in repairing the strands or pinching the bubbles 

hence a slow recovery [117]. On the contrary, the transition between S-DNA and B-DNA is 
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much easier. Experiments show that hysteresis decreases significantly under the condition of 

higher ion concentration, lower temperature, or CG-rich strand (Figure 27(a, b, c)), which 

indicates there should exist two overstretched modes at ~ 65 pN, presumably S-DNA and 

ssDNA, such that the aforementioned conditions will resist the formation of ssDNA and 

stabilize the structure of S-DNA[117].  

The structure of overstretched-DNA is so complicated that it is not easy to set an end 

to the debates on the structures already proposed. Meanwhile, researchers continue to suggest 

novel predictions. Very recently, another opinion that S-DNA serves as an intermediate state 

between B-DNA and zip-DNA [112] was suggested based on MD simulations. The newly-

termed zip-DNA does not require accurate base pairing but π-π electronic coupling among 

nearest-neighbor nucleobases (Figure 27(d) [112]).  

To summarize the previous studies, some tentative tension-torque phase diagram 

(Figure 28(a)) has been proposed [129, 130] to illustrate the critical conditions of the phase 

transitions. We have already been aware of the B- and S-DNA phases. The L-DNA can be 

obtained by applying the left-hand (negative) torques to unwind the right-hand twisted B-

DNA, which results in a large number of basepairs per turn (~13 bp/turn). On the contrary, 

by applying additional right-hand (positive) torques, the overwound P-DNA with just ~2.6 

bp/turn is obtained. The structure of P-DNA is deduced from MD simulations [131]. It has 

tightly interwound phosphate backbones and exposed bases in common with Pauling’s early 

DNA structure [131, 132]. The points in the figure are from experiments, and the vertical line 

indicates the most frequently discussed process of B- to S-DNA transition at ~ 65 pN under 
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zero torque. More quantitative theory has also been developed to predict the thermal stability 

of homogeneous DNA under load at various temperatures [133]. Figure 28(b) shows the 

predicted critical lines for denaturation at different temperatures. The region enclosed by 

each line corresponds to stable B-DNA at that temperature. Red points are experimental data 

from single molecule manipulation [130], and the blue square represents the well-known 

overstretching transition at ~ 65 pN with no twisting torque (Γ = 0, f = 60 pN). The 

denaturation temperature (TD) of 77 °C is critical at zero external loads, but even at 

temperatures of TD or higher (Figure 28(b) inset), B-DNA can be stable in an interval of 

applied positive torque. Solid (dotted) straight line indicates m av    (its approximation 

11 0.092m f   ), in which the middle point between critical torques also corresponds to 

the highest critical temperature at given tension. 

 Apparently, we have not seen a converged model to describe the molecular 

mechanism underlying the phase transitions. In these processes, formation and breaking of 

bonds as well as electron redistribution are inevitable, which will significantly affect the 

atomic and electronic structure of the whole molecule. Fully understanding these changes 

and their influences require careful and detailed ab initio simulations. Therefore, we have 

performed a step-by-step stretching simulation on a 10-basepair periodic dsDNA strand using 

ab initio methods to illustrate the details. The procedure is comparable to a torsionally 

constrained case in which the ends of both strands are fixed. 
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Figure 25. Overstretching at ~ 65 pN in a topologically closed but rotationally free assay 
using a biotin embedded in a 5-nucleotide ssDNA loop, from ref. [124] Figure 1(d). 
  

 

 

   

Figure 26. Potential explanations to retraction-hysteresis: (a) Unpeeled single strand forms 
self-complementary hairpins upon tension release which resist the recovery to original B-
DNA (from ref. [114] Figure 3(a)); (b) Large molten bubble is entropy favored, which may 
cause entropy-driven hysteresis (from ref. [120] Figure 2). 
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Figure 27. (a, b, c) from ref. [117] Figure 2. Increased stability of basepairs decreases 
overstretching hysteresis. Open squares show the increasing-force scan and solid stars show 
the decreasing-force scan. (a) Effects of NaCl concentration for stretching a λ-DNA: 150 mM 
(black), 300 mM (green, same DNA as black), and 1 M (red, a different DNA from black and 
green); (b) Effects of temperature for stretching λ-DNA: 24˚C (black), 19˚C (red); (c) Effects 
of sequence composition: GC-rich DNA (red) shows less hysteresis than AT-rich DNA 
(black). Extensions are scaled with their respective contour lengths. (d) zip-DNA does not 
require accurate base pairing but π-π electronic coupling among nearest-neighbor 
nucleobases (from ref. [112]). 
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Figure 28. (a) Tentative DNA phase diagram under tension and torque, from ref. [129] Figure 
4. The P-DNA model from ref. [131] Figure 5; Backbones: purple, guanine: blue, cytosine:  
yellow, anionic oxygens of the phosphate groups: red. (b) Predicted critical lines for 
denaturation at different temperatures, from ref. [133] Figure 2. The region enclosed by each 
line corresponds to stable B-DNA at that temperature. Red points: experimental data from 
single molecule manipulation [130], blue square: the well-known overstretching transition (Γ 
= 0, f = 60 pN). TD = 77 °C, the denaturation temperature, is critical at zero external load: 
but even at temperatures of TD or higher (inset), B-DNA can be stable in an interval of 
applied positive torque. Solid (dotted) straight line indicates m av    (its approximation 

11 0.092m f   ), the middle point between critical torques, which also corresponds to the 

highest critical temperature at given tension. 
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3.2.2 Model and Computational Methods 

 The initial B-DNA model (dA-dT)10 (denoted as AT10)  (Figure 29) was created 

using NAB. The model has nucleobases A on one strand and T on the other (see Figure 

29(c)). To compensate for the negatively charged -1
4PO  group, twenty Na+ counter ions were 

added (purple atoms). The double-helix structure can be described by six parameters: shifts 

in the a-b plane perpendicular to the helix’s axis, stacking height d, twist angle θ, and tilt/roll 

angles (ψ, ω). The periodicity imposed in the axial direction (c-) reduces the number of free 

parameters. For this AT10 model, the twist angle is 36° and the a-b plane shift reduces to one 

helix radius r ~ 10 Å. The dimension of the unit cell was set to be sufficiently large (30 Å × 

30 Å × L0, L0= 10d, d = 3.38 Å) such that the interaction between mirror-DNA chains is 

negligible. There are a total of 660 atoms in this model (C200H230N70Na20O120P20) which are 

organized into five functional groups: sugar (C5H7O)20, phosphate (PO4)20, Na20, and the 

nucleobases (A: (C5H4N5)10 and  T: (C5H5N2O2)10). 

 The parameters for the initial VASP relaxation were similar to those in the water 

study except a relatively higher energy cutoff of 600 eV. Then the model was gradually 

stretched at a very moderate rate of 0.02-fold per step along the c-axis, and finally acquired 

an extension of 1.5-fold. To achieve high accuracy and speed up the convergence, the relaxed 

atomic structure from the previous step was used as the starting structure for the subsequent 

step. This strategy will help the structures to overcome the local energy minima to find the 

equilibrium states. The homogeneous stretching exerts similar tension along the backbone. 

Although extremely demanding in computational time, ab initio relaxations are absolutely 
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necessary. Next, we used the OLCAO method to study the electronic structure and bonding 

of each optimized model. 

 

 

 

Figure 29. (a,b) Initial B-DNA model (dA-dT)10 (AT10). (ψ, ω) are the tilt/roll angles, and  d 
= 3.38 Å is the stacking height. r is the helix radius, θ = 36° is the twist angle. 20 Na+ counter 
ions were added (purple atoms). (c) Detailed structure. 
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3.2.3 Results and Analysis 

Total Energy from VASP Relaxation 

 Figure 30 shows the calculated electron total energy (TE) of the dsDNA model as a 

function of the relative extension L/L0. We have added a dividing line (black) at 0.80 to 

separate the stretching process into stages (I) and (II) based on two main considerations: (1) 

the first overstretching plateau in the force-extension curve usually initiates at ~ 0.8; and (2) 

the slopes of the energy curve before 0.80 and after 0.80 are distinct. In region (I), the TE of 

the model undergoes a smooth and moderate change with a minimum at 0.16, and then 

slowly increases by about 10 eV compared to the starting model. In region II, TE first drops 

~2.6 eV unexpectedly, indicating some structural modification which renders the model 

before and after such an extension in different equilibrium states. Then the TE curve 

becomes much steeper until it reaches a maximum at 1.30. We can expect some even more 

significant structural changes to happen afterwards, because a conspicuous V-type change 

between 1.30 and 1.40 in TE is observed. After 1.40, an energy plateau appears. It has the 

same energy level as that before the valley occurs. The TE change is due to the 

rearrangements of the atom positions and electron distributions within the DNA molecule. 

We should connect these features with the following discussions on the atomic and electronic 

structural deformation.  
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Figure 30. Electron total energy of each stretched model from VASP relaxation. The whole 
overstretching process is divided at 0.80 into stage (I) and (II). 

 

Table 3. Information of B-DNA model AT10. 

Model Cell Size Parameters Chemical Formula Functional Group 

AT10 
(660 

atoms) 

30 Å×30 Å×L
0
  

L
0
= 10d 

d = 3.38 Å 
twist angle 
θ = 36° 

helix radius 
r~10Å 

C
200

H
230

N
70

Na
20

O
120

P
20

Sugar: (C
5
H

7
O)

20
,  

Phosphate: (PO
4
)

20
, 

Counter ions: Na
20

, 

A: (C
5
H

4
N

5
)
10

 , 

T: (C
5
H

5
N

2
O

2
)

10
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Structural Deformation 

1. Backbone 

 As labeled in Figure 29(c), the DNA backbone can be viewed as being composed of 

two types of segments: the C’-PO4-CH2-C’’ and the C’’-C’ single bond from the sugar ring. 

The point-to-point distances between two adjacent C’ and C’’ atoms in both the 

C’→PO4→CH2→C’’ (marked as D1) and C’’→C’ directions (D2) are tracked throughout the 

entire stretching simulation. Figure 31 displays the average values of D1 and D2 in two single 

strands. The dividing line is also set at 0.82 corresponding to the aforementioned two stages.  

 In stage (I), D1 (Figure 31(a)) increases continuously from the beginning until the 

relative extension reaches 0.80. D1 in strand T ( T
1D , red circle) extends faster than A

1D  (black 

square) such that although T
1D  is slightly shorter than A

1D  at the beginning, they are almost 

identical at 0.80. On the other hand, D2 (Figure 31(b)) does not show any discernible increase 

until 0.80. 

 In stage (II), sudden kinks in the D1 curve similar to the TE curve appear at 0.82. 

From 0.82 to 1.30, both T
1D  and A

1D  continuously rise to the maximum value ~ 6.9 Å. 

Meanwhile, D2 undergoes a slow and smooth increase in both strands simultaneously. Just 

after 1.30, T
2D  suddenly increases to about 2.2 Å indicating at least partial breaking of the 

C’’-C’ single-bonds in strand T (see Figure 32). At 1.34, A
2D  also increases to a much larger 

value meaning that both strands have underwent these changes. This fact clearly indicates 

that overstretching will result in the ring opening reactions (RORs) of the sugar’s five-
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member ring. Corresponding to the increase of D2, D1 shows a significant drop. The 

subsequent stretching steps show a consistent increase in D2 with T
2D  > A

2D . Starting from 

1.42, we observed nicks in strand T due to the breaking of a C-O ester bond (Figure 32). As 

the stretching proceeds, similar C-O bonds break on strand A as well. Our simulation stops at 

1.50. 

  

 

 

 

Figure 31. Average distance between C’ and C’’ in the direction of (a) C’→PO4→CH2→C’’ 
(denoted as D1) and C’’→C’ (denoted as D2).   
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Figure 32. Displays of the elongated model at relative extension of 0, 0.80, 1.32, and 1.34. At 
1.32, C’-C’’ single bonds in the sugar group of strand T break resulting in the ring opening 
reactions (RORs). At 1.40, C-O ester bonds in strand T break resulting nicks in the backbone.  
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2. Nucleobases 

 The nucleobases also show some noticeable positional adjustments during stretching. 

They are best described by the changes in the dihedral angles α between the planes of 

basepairs (Figure 33(a)). Arrow A (T) labeled as ↑A (↑T) is the normal vector of adenine’s 

(thymine’s) ring plane. ↑T’ is the translation of ↑T. If the angle from ↑A to ↑T’ is counter-

clock wise, it is defined to be positive. Otherwise, negative. Figure 33(b) shows the average α 

at every 10% elongation within the range ~ –25˚–45˚, which indicates relative rotation of the 

nucleobases during stretching. The increasing rate of α gradually slows when approaching 

1.30 where the RORs occur. Then α drops to ~36˚ and stays stable to the end of the 

stretching.  

 

       

Figure 33. (a) Schematic display of the dihedral angle α between the nucleobases. ↑A (↑T) is 
the normal vector of the ring plane of adenine (thymine). ↑T’ is the translation of ↑T. (b) 
Variations of dihedral angle α between the base planes at each 10% elongation. 
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In the meantime, the HB bond lengths between the basepairs vary as well. Normally, 

possible HB BLs in biomolecules stay in the range ~ 1.5–2.2 Å [134]. Figure 34 shows the 

average BL values of the O..H (blue diamonds) and N..H (orange dots) pairs at each 

stretching step. By setting a cutoff at 2.1 Å (horizontal dash line in Figure 34), we found that 

the O..H HBs have already become very weak, almost approaching the breaking point at the 

end of stage (I). From 0.80 onward, O..H BL increases more steeply to a maximum of ~2.8 Å 

in the range ~ 1.20–1.30, indicating that the O..H HBs gradually break during this process. 

But immediately after 1.30, the values drop steeply to ~ 2.1 Å, and then stay stable till the 

end of simulation. This BL behavior can be interpreted as a consequence of the RORs. Once 

the originally-confined lengths in sugar rings are released, the backbone atoms instantly 

obtain more freedoms in movements. Their coordination adjustments in turn affect the helix 

radius and the relative position of the nucleobases. Different from the O..H HBs, the N..H 

HBs keep intact during the entire overstretching process. N..H BL first reaches a minimum at 

~0.76, then increase from 0.80 onward. The following features are rather similar with those 

of the O..H bonds — with a maximum (~1.8 Å) at ~1.20 followed by a steep decrease to 

some stable values. The relation between HB BL and bond strength is very sensitive as can 

be seen in the following electronic structure analysis. 
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Figure 34. Variation of hydrogen bond (HB) bond length of O..H (blue diamond) and N..H 
(orange dot) between the basepairs. 
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Variation of Electronic Structure  

1. Hydrogen Bond Order  

 The force-induced variation of HB BL is further confirmed by the calculated BO 

values (Figure 35) which are inversely related to BL. Corresponding to the maximum HB BL 

(2.1 Å) set in Figure 34, we choose HB BO cutoff at ~0.02 (e-). The average BO values 

(black triangle) are obtained by adding all O..H and N..H BOs together and then divided by 

the total HB numbers of twenty. It can be used to evaluate the strength of nucleobase-

connections within the whole system. As we all know, bonding strength decides the 

structural stability hence the electron TE. Although the specific quantitative value of HB 

energy may not be easy to obtain, and it only accounts for a small portion of the TE, we can 

still get some interesting relation between TE (Figure 30) and HB BO.  

In stage (I), TE varies in such a way: slight decrease → stay stable → smooth 

increase. Although the N..H and O..H HBs behave differently, their total effects, 

corresponding to the average HB BO, varies in an opposite trend to the TE curve. It is quite 

likely that due to the relative translation and rotation of the basepairs, the HBs absorb some 

stretching energy to alleviate the load on the backbones, help to keep the system stable, 

hence postpone the occurrence of significant structural transformations such as backbone 

nucleations. In the first part (0.80-1.30) of stage (II), average HB strength drops quickly 

mainly because O..H HBs already enter the breaking region, and N..H HB strength starts to 

decrease as well. Meanwhile, TE increases much faster. This could be attributed to the steric 

effects between the basepairs which limit their freedoms in movement, and weaken the role 
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they played in stabilize the structure. After 1.30, the main factor affecting TE is the opened 

sugar rings in the backbones. The V-type change in TE is due to the structural transformation 

from the original B-DNA to the new structure resulted from the RORs. In comparison to this 

significant change, the effect of HB strength variations is negligible. 

The analysis above clearly shows ab initio BO calculations provide an easy way to 

track specific bonds of interests, especially weak ones like HBs, to resolve the mechanism of 

DNA overstretching deformation from the atomic scale. It is also feasible to perform such 

analysis on other biomolecular systems for better understanding of their structural changes. 

 

 

Figure 35. Variation of HB bond order of O..H (blue diamond) and N..H (orange dot) pairs. 
The average values are shown as black triangles. 
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2. Effective charge 

 We have also analyzed the charge transfer properties (ΔQ*) in this process. ΔQ* 

represents the difference between the effective charge Q* of each atom in the molecule and 

that in the associated neutral atom. Positive values imply gaining charge. All atoms are 

categorized according to which functional group and strand they belong to. The average ΔQ* 

of each functional group with different extensions are displayed in Figure 36. There are 

twelve bars in either panel (left: strand A, right: strand T), each corresponding to the relative 

extension of 0, 0.30, 0.50, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 1.10, 1.30, 1.32, 1.34, 1.40 and 1.42 (left to 

right). In each bar, we use different colors to distinguish the functional groups (nucleobase: 

green, PO4+Na+: yellow, and sugar: magenta).  

Generally, nucleobase A gains less charge than T, whereas the backbone groups do 

not differ much between strands. The shadows ( ) represent the average net ΔQ* of one 

nucleotide (PO4+Na++sugar+A(T)). We see that both strands are neutral at the beginning. 

But as the stretching proceeds, strand A loses some charge whereas strand T gains some 

charge. It indicates that stretching results in a positively charged strand A and a negatively 

charged strand T. Hence, we can infer that there are inter-strand electron redistributions 

accompanying the stretching process. The net quantity of ΔQ* reaches a maximum at 0.80, 

and then reduces a little bit and maintains at a relatively stable value till the end of our 

simulation. The variation of ΔQ* in the strands is achieved by the coordination of all 

functional groups. Considering the fact that O..H HBs start to break just after 0.80, we may 

conclude that the HBs which connect the two strands also act as an electron pathway to 
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adjust the electron distribution hence the electron TE of the system. Once O..H HBs break, 

these functionalities are weakened. Consequently, the net charge on the strands gradually 

stops to vary, and the TE starts to increase steeply. One thing worth mention is that even with 

the significant structural deformation of open sugar rings after 1.32, the net charge does not 

change any more, which further emphasizes the important roles of HBs in charge transfer 

activities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36. Charge transfer properties (ΔQ*) categorized according to different strands (left 
panel: strand A; right panel: strand T) and functional groups (nucleobases: green; yellow: 
PO4+Na+; magenta: sugar) at relative extension of 0, 0.30, 0.50, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 1.10, 1.30, 
1.32, 1.34, 1.40 and 1.42 (the bars from left to right). The shadow  represent the average 
ΔQ* of one nucleotide. 
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3. Density of States 

 Figure 37 displays the calculated TDOS of the initial structure (L/L0 = 0) in the 

energy range -25 – 15 eV. Generally speaking, the peak features are complex because DNA 

is such a big molecule with little structural symmetry. The states below -15 eV are mainly 

contributed by the deep core orbitals from C, O, and N atoms. Compared to other pseudo-

potential methods, it is much easier to obtain such deep energy states from all-electron 

OLCAO calculations. We will resolve the TDOS of models at several extensions into the 

PDOS according to their functional groups, and focus our discussion on the energy range -4 – 

8 eV, since the most interesting properties associated with electron transfer and chemical 

reactivity come from the HOMO-LUMO states. 

The DOS and decomposed PDOS of the initial structure (L/L0 = 0) and the structure 

just before the occurrence of RORs (L/L0 = 1.30) are shown in Figure 38. There are some 

similarities between these two models: (1) clear HOMO-LUMO energy gap of ~3 eV; (2) the 

HOMO on top of the valence band (VB) mainly arise from the atoms in the backbone. On the 

other hand, some differences also exist. For the initial model, both sugar group and 

nucleobases contribute to the LUMO at bottom of the conduction band (CB), while at L/L0 = 

1.30, the LUMO are almost solely comprised of the states from nucleobase A. 

In Figure 39, we chose to discuss four characteristic models after RORs happening 

(L/L0 =  (a) 1.32, (b) 1.34, (c) 1.40, and (d) 1.42).  At 1.32, a few defect gap states start to 

show up on top of the VB of (Na+PO4)T group as well as in the HOMO-LUMO gap of 

(Sugar)T group. Then similar situation occurs on strand A at 1.34. These changes should be 

attributed to the force-induced RORs. Possible direct consequences of the breaking of C’-C’’ 
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single bonds include: (1) unpaired radical electrons associated with their original owner C 

atoms (noted as C·, see Figure 40(a)); (2) one C atom carries more charge therefore 

negatively charged (C-) while the other positively charged (C+) (see Figure 40(b)). Both C· 

radicals and C+(-) ions could be very reactive, thus adding counter ions should help to pacify 

the dangling bonds hence stabilize the structure. The open sugar rings could stay in either 

case leaving the whole backbone in random order of electron distribution as shown in Figure 

41. It can be (a) all C·, (b) alternative C-C+C-C+…, (c) mixed C-C+C·C·C+C-…, or (d) 

clustered C+C-C-C+C+C-C-C+…, etc. It should be very difficult to have continuous or large 

scale charge flow in the backbone, since these radicals and ions are separated far away by the 

PO4 groups such that they should prefer to form bonds with each other. But one thing for sure 

is that the DOS will be greatly affected.  As the stretching proceeds, we see the intensity of 

the defect states also grows, indicating a growingly unstable structure. We also notice that the 

peak intensity and positions of the nucleobases show very little variation, while these features 

vary from one model to another for the backbone groups. This further confirms the 

conclusion previously obtained from the effective charge analysis that after the occurrence of 

RORs, there are only intra-strand electron redistributions, and the nucleobases are not 

involved in this process.  

 In general, the above detailed DOS analysis allows us to probe the very sensitive 

variations in electronic structure during the stretching simulation, and to easily make 

connections to the atomic structural deformations. 
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Figure 37. Calculated TDOS of the initial structure (L/L0 =  0). 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 38. Calculated TDOS and decomposed PDOS of different functional groups at L/L0 =  
(a) 0 and (b)1.30. 
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Figure 39. Calculated TDOS and decomposed PDOS of different functional groups at L/L0 =  
(a) 1.32, (b)1.34, (c) 1.40, and (d) 1.42. 
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Figure 40. The breaking of C’-C’’ single bond results in (a) two C· radicals (· represents the 
unpaired electron) or (b) C+(-) ions. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 41. Possible cases of electron redistribution along the backbone after RORs: (a) all C·, 
(b) alternative C-C+C-C+…, (c) mixed C-C+C·C·C+C-…, and (d) clustered C+C-C-C+C+C-
C-C+…. 
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3.2.4 Discussions 

General Picture from Overstretching Simulation 

 Now, we can try to generalize a concise picture of the entire process. In stage (I) (~ 

0–0.80), most stretching tension is absorbed by the C’-PO4-CH2-C’’ segments in the 

backbone, and consequently D1 continues to extend. The nucleobases rotate and push each 

other outwards of the groove to minimize the internal steric effect, which results in a 

decrease in N..H HB bond length as compared to an increase in O..H HB bond length. The 

O..H bond strength becomes progressively weaker. Generally, we did not see very significant 

structural deformations of the double-helix structure in stage (I).  

 After that, the cumulative effects of the applied tension start to exhibit. The first 

important change in stage (II) is the breaking of O..H HBs in the region ~ 0.80–0.90. Without 

the constraints from O..H, the nucleobases acquire more freedom in space, such that they can 

move even closer and cause the helical radius r to shrink. The decrease of D1 at 0.82 is due to 

this reason. In the region ~ 0.82–1.30, which corresponds to be the stage between the 

entropic elasticity plateau and the overstretching plateau in the force–extension curve (Figure 

24(b)), the C’-PO4-CH2-C’’ segments are continuously stretched to the maximum extent, and 

the C’’-C’ covalent bonds in sugars are gradually weakened approaching the breaking point. 

At ~1.32, C’’-C’ bonds become less strong than the adjacent C-O ester bonds. Hence, the 

RORs occur before the nicks appear resulting in significant structural transformation from 

the normal B-DNA to a new state due to the release of the confined length in the ring 

structure. We identify this state as O-DNA (Opened-DNA) to distinguish it from other 
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known or suggested states. The O-DNA ceases to exist at the moment the nicks appear in 

both strands. By this criterion, we see that O-DNA state of this AT10 model exists in the 

range ~1.32-1.48, which in reality should be responsible for the ~115 pN plateau in Figure 

24(b) under the torsionally constrained condition, or the short ~115 pN plateau labeled with 

(5) in Figure 23 under the unconstrained condition. Besides the structural deformations, there 

are electron redistributions between different functional groups along with the overstretching 

process as reflected by the variations DOS and effective charge. 

 

Potential Doubts and Clarification 

 Some comments on the ssDNA formation from the experimentalists’ viewpoint need 

to be addressed: ssDNA should initiate from free ends or nicks [113], because the C-O ester 

bonds in the DNA backbones are quite strong — known to withstand high forces up to at 

least 1000 pN — such that the attachment bonds between DNA and beads should break 

before the nicks appear on the backbone. This implies that the bonds between sugar and PO4 

break too early in our simulation. Possible clarifications to this doubt are as follows: (1) 

From Figure 32, we do notice that at the time the nicks appear, some of the freshly opened 

sugar rings have not fully released the originally confined length, and some sugar has larger 

deformation compared to others. It is possible that in real cases the deformation of the rings 

can be more even so that no particular sugar-phosphate bonds bear larger tension than the 

other regions; (2) The C-O breaking could be affected by some environmental factors like ion 

concentration in solution and temperature, etc. 
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Prediction of O-DNA Properties 

 We can now predict some properties of O-DNA and discuss the role it plays in the 

overall stretching process. First, the starting configuration of O-DNA should not differ much 

upon different DNA strands because RORs only depend on the bonding strength in the 

backbone. This has been confirmed by the fact that RORs occur on both A and T strands 

almost simultaneously. Moreover, similar simulations performed by us on another model 

(dC-dG)10 (CG10) (will be presented in upcoming papers) gives the same result that O-DNA 

is formed at ~1.30. Second, we do notice that the occurrence of nicks varies with sequence. 

The T strand breaks earlier (at 1.42) than the A strand (at 1.48). It is highly likely that for the 

C or G strands the nick point will also be different. Considering the experimental results that 

C-G rich DNA fragments show less hysteresis compared to A-T rich ones [117], we may 

conclude that the mechanical limit of the backbones in O-DNA are affected by the sequence 

order. Third, the breaking of C’’-C’ bonds introduces unpaired electrons which leaves O-

DNA in an unstable state. In our simulations we have observed that the energy convergence 

rate became much slower after these structural transformations. It is conceivable that O-DNA 

may be stabilized and induced to last longer by increasing the ion concentration in solution or 

reducing the environmental temperature, to pacify the dangling bonds. This means that the 

retraction hysteresis caused by the unpeeling strands could be suppressed. Some of these 

effects have already been observed in experiments [117]. Fourth, the opened rings introduce 

more possible sites for nicks along the backbone. Under real experimental conditions which 

may involve solutions, it is very possible that nicks will lead to the breaking of all HBs, i.e. 
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the unpeeling of the double helix. Generally, O-DNA should be seen as a necessary state 

during DNA overstretching at high force plateau regardless of the attachment geometry and 

base-pair sequences. The ssDNA observed in experiments should be generated shortly after 

this state.    

 

3.2.5 Conclusions 

 We believe O-DNA could be assumed as the currently missing state in explaining the 

overstretching mechanism at high force level. It is possible to generate S-DNA if the strands 

are torsionally free or if an external torque is applied to counteract DNA’s own twist, but it 

may not be that easy through direct stretching under torsionally constrained condition, 

because the internal steric effects between nucleobases will force the HBs to break. One 

important comment is that the TE in this work cannot be directly compared to what if applied 

by the external stretching force because of the whole complicated process accompanied by 

structural transformation. Also of concern is the stability of O-DNA under real experimental 

conditions and different stretching force rates, but it is beyond the scope of the present ab 

initio simulation. 

 

3.3 Summary 

 The simulation of water performed in this work mainly concern about the HB 

interactions from the quantum mechanical viewpoint, and the results have achieved nice 
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consistence with the experiments. From the DNA simulation, we have gained more complete 

understanding of the molecular mechanism underlying the complex overstretching properties. 

 As have mentioned before, these simulations are still under relatively ideal 

conditions, which simplifies the problem to some extent. Considering the simulation of wet 

DNA stretching, we may encounter two main difficulties in the model construction stage. 

First, the systems may easily contain several thousand of atoms and hence too large for first–

principles calculations. Second, the solvent effect is not easy to determine since in real case 

DNA molecules will interact with the solvent through a large number of HBs as well as other 

long-range intermolecular forces. To obtain the optimized structure, the intrinsic pressure of 

solvent need to be fully equilibrated with the pure liquid state at each step during the 

stretching or compression process, which will significantly increase the simulation time. 

Generally, not only considerable computational resources are required but also special 

attentions need to be paid to avoid the dissociation of the molecules in the system. Regarding 

the stage of electronic structures analysis, the ab initio packages need to be chosen wisely for 

the most efficient interpretation of the system. For instance, the atom-centered OLCAO 

method has some unique features in the effective charge analysis. Equally important are the 

improvement of methods, such as more accurate evaluation, faster algorithm, better 

visualization method as well as sophisticated statistical models, which will also enable us to 

deal with complex systems.  
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CHAPTER 4 

FUTURE WORK 

 
4.1 Overview 

 Scientists believe that nanobiotechnology eventually will be indispensable in people’s 

daily lives especially in the medical area. In fact, the convergence of the life sciences, 

physical sciences, computer sciences, and engineering [135] has had an immediate influence 

on the medical device research in preventing (e.g. short interfering RNA (siRNA) to silence 

the genes with the perpetuation of diseases [136]), diagnosing (e.g. circulating-tumor-cell 

(CTC) chips with extreme sensitivity to detect cancer metastases [137], imaging technology 

to spot the most subtle changes caused by diseases on retina [138]), and treating diseases 

(e.g. biocompatible coatings on body implants [139], extracellular biomaterial scaffold 

seeded with cells, tissues or drugs to speed up the healing process [140], biodegradable 

nanoparticles [141] and reprogrammed bacterial sensors [142] with precise targets at 

cancerous cells during drug delivery to eliminate the side effects of chemotherapy). With 

continuous efforts, more and more medical applications based on delicately tuned 

biomaterials and well-arranged bioprocesses are expected to come out thereby yield high 

economic and social value.    

 Equally important as the exploration for practical applications is the investigation for 

new mechanistic principles underlying the complex bioprocesses. All biofunctional processes 

rely on the cooperation of various components such as DNA, protein molecules and 

environmental solvent and ions. The stimulating and responding signals correctly generated 
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from a series of successive physical and chemical reactions guarantee the normal status of 

those processes hence the normal function of organisms. Gaining a complete understanding 

of the mechanisms may inspire us in various aspects not solely suggesting additional avenues 

for therapies and potential cures in the medical research.  

 Advances in computational simulation and modeling analysis achieved through 

supercomputing have opened the door for this purpose. The developing field of 

computational biology has attracted physicists, chemists and biologists to be actively 

involved in. For instance, a variety of professional MD packages with specially designed 

force field to describe biological systems, such as AMBER [143], NAMD [144], etc., have 

been developed and become routine tools to supplement the experimental studies of the 

conformations and functions of DNA and proteins. Interesting case studies include the 

simulation of DNA translocation through nanopores [145], which essentially may have the 

same mechanism as how DNA go into cells with the help of transmembrane cellular proteins. 

Besides MD, by implementing statistical mechanical methods into advanced computational 

models, researchers have revealed how T lymphocytes (cells essential for adaptive immunity) 

develop, detect, and recognize the molecular signatures of pathogens displayed on the surface 

of other cells [146, 147]. This groundbreaking theoretical work has had a major impact on 

experimental cellular and molecular immunology as well.    
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4.2 Prospects of Quantum Mechanical Modeling in Biology 

 Now, we may start to think what quantum mechanical modeling can contribute to this 

fascinating area. Some scientist has proposed the idea of quantum proteomics [148], which 

studies the electronic structure of each protein that belongs to an organism’s proteome. The 

information such as the energy levels, charges on the amino acid side chains, and permanent 

dipole moments may unveil the electronic and magnetic environment of the bioprocesses and 

subsequently connect to biofunctions [148-150]. The ab initio DFT calculations presented in 

this thesis also partially characterize the hydrogen bonding interaction and mechanical 

properties in DNA. However, all these calculations only provide ground state information of 

nano-scale molecules surrounded by vacuum at ultra-low temperatures. With all these crucial 

conditions applied, it might not be very easy to make sound connections between the 

computational results and the mechanisms underlying real bioprocesses, which usually 

involve different types of energy conversion through chemical reactions, light absorption, 

formation of excited electronic states, transfer of excitation energy, and transfer of electrons 

and protons (hydrogen ions) [151]. There is no doubt that more sophisticated models and 

proper simulation schemes need to be introduced when studying bioprocesses, but more 

importantly, we should bear in mind that no single method can comprehensively interpret the 

phenomena related to the most complicated thing in the world — life. Quantum mechanical 

computational scientists need to pay close attentions to what are missing or puzzling in the 

experimental research, and try to bridge the gap.  
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 One mystery successfully clarified by the collaboration of experimentalists and 

theorists is photosynthesis. Photosynthesis is a multistage process that must be described by 

quantum mechanics. The initial stage (light reactions) taking place in the reaction center 

(assembled complex of several proteins, pigments and other cofactors) [152] converts solar 

energy into chemical usable form (ATP), and releases byproducts such as O2 (or H2), and 

NADPH (coenzyme acting as reducing agent) [153]. The following stage (carbon reactions 

or the Calvin Cycle) uses ATP and NADPH to fix carbon dioxide into organic compounds, 

especially sugars. The light reactions start with photons hitting an antenna molecule and 

kicking up ripples of energized electrons — excitons — like a rock splashing water from a 

puddle. These excitons then pass from one molecule to the next until they reach the reaction 

center displaying a wave-like character even at relatively high temperatures of 100 ~ 200K 

[154]. It is just this process that amplifies the microscopic molecular photon absorption into 

the macroscopic signaling state at the protein level. Some scientists have pointed out that, 

instead of following random, undirected paths, excitons could be coherent, with their waves 

extending to more than one molecule while staying in step and reinforcing one another. That 

means they would be able to move through the forest of antenna molecules by two or more 

routes at once, and furthermore automatically select the most efficient path to the reaction 

center [154]. Recent studies have found evidences to back up this hypothesis by using 

photosynthesis experiments of bacterial complex and algae at both cryogenic and ambient 

temperatures [155-158]. But here rises another question: how can the coherence last long 

enough to be useful in photosynthesis instead of being destroyed instantly by the surrounding 
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molecular chaos at ambient temperatures? Perhaps this can never be answered by 

experiments since nature simply does so. Computational simulations using continuous-time 

quantum walks suggest an answer: random noise in the environment might actually enhance 

the efficiency of the energy transfer in photosynthesis rather than degrade it [159]. The noise 

can free up an exciton trapped on particular sites to avoid destroying its coherence and allow 

it to get to where it is going [159]. Scientists have already started considering learning from 

the biological systems and taking advantages of the environmental noise to build solar cells 

with improved energy-conversion efficiency [154]. 

 In fact, there are other known or suspected examples of quantum effects in nature. In 

some enzyme-catalysed reactions, protons move from one molecule to another by the 

quantum-mechanical tunneling rather than having to muster the energy to climb over it [160]. 

Another interesting one is about the odor sensing of human beings. The molecules 

identifying certain type of odor are recognized not only by their shape but also by their 

phonon frequencies because of the electron tunneling between the molecules and the 

receptors in people’s nose [161]. Also found is that the retinal isomerization can be steered 

by modulating the phases and amplitudes of the spectral components in the photoexcitation 

pulse through constructive and destructive interference effects [162]. Besides these solved 

ones, researchers suspect that mechanisms underlying the long-term puzzles — birds’ eye 

compass, and the growth-inhibiting influence of blue light on plants — could be decoded by 

the theory of quantum-assisted magnetic sensing which relies on some entangled radical pairs 

created by the incoming photons [163-166]. The two unpaired electrons in the radical pair 
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exist in a state that the spin of one electron remains correlated with that of the other no matter 

how far they are. The environmental magnetic fields shift the radical pair between two 

quantum states with different chemical reactivity such that some chemicals are generated 

with different concentration at different locations to reflect Earth’s field orientation. The 

potential influence of this assumption is substantial: by understanding how nature maintains 

the coherence of these two quantum states at ambient conditions, we may be able to find 

clues in designing systems suitable for quantum computing which highly relies on the 

coherence of qubit information [167]. On talking about quantum computing, the idea of 

learning from DNA structure for long-term qubit-data storage has also been proposed 

recently [168]. Honestly speaking, all the aforementioned robust quantum effects in warm 

live organisms may have already challenged our original thinking, but it is just the confusion 

that gives birth to an emerging discipline called quantum biology, which talks about 

functions of the non-trivial quantum features such as superposition, nonlocality, coherence, 

entanglement, and tunneling in biological objects and problems [169].  

 To clarify the underlying mechanisms of those bioprocesses, quantum mechanical 

modeling in elaborate scheme is indispensable. The first key point of a desirable 

computational scheme is a clearly defined model which consists of the basic molecules 

participating in specific quantum effects. With this solid information, the seeming 

complexity could be break down to some fundamental process feasible for computational 

modeling. The second point is that various quantum mechanical formulations (e.g. path 

integral, electron density, phase space, etc.) may be required to describe one single system. 
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Normally, ab initio studies on condensed matter systems will adopt the frozen-core 

approximation and only treat the valence electrons in either wavefunction or density matrix 

formulation, since the nuclei can be assumed as stationary and acting like classical particles 

compared to the electrons. But this is not suitable for studying some bioprocesses in which 

the effects from the highly correlated motion of heavy atoms are non-negligible [170]. Some 

investigation on proton transfer in HBs has demonstrated that by combining an ab initio path 

integral representation of the quantized nuclei and a DFT representation of the valence 

electrons, the calculated free energy barrier is a lot more accurate compared to purely 

classical treatment of the nuclei [171]. These kinds of sophisticated studies are instructive but 

their quantities are still rare. Therefore it has not yet been the moment to talk about some 

generalized methodology capable of handling every biological effect. An even higher 

criterion on the computational efficiency can only be achieved through tireless studies case 

by case.  

 

4.3 Final Comments  

 The advancement of natural science and technology has brought us into a new 

research era in which we can study everything from the deepest bottom, appreciate the 

delicateness of life, and eventually build up novel applications to benefit our world. ab initio 

modeling will no doubt be a powerful tool in this exploring journey. To contribute as a 

computational scientist, we should break through the originally confined scope, creatively 

design better simulation schemes, and delicately pursue for the underlying mechanisms.  
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APPENDIX A 

VASP RELAXATION RUNNING TIME COMPARISON 

 
Before: After: 

PBS job submitting file: 
 
#!/bin/bash -l 
#PBS -q regular 
#PBS -N test 
#PBS -l walltime=6:00:00 
#PBS -l mppwidth=768 
#PBS -j oe 
#PBS -V 
 
cd $PBS_O_WORKDIR 
module load vasp/5.2 
 
aprun -n 512 -N16 gvasp 
 

PBS job submitting file: 
 
#!/bin/bash -l 
#PBS -q regular 
#PBS -N test 
#PBS -l walltime=6:00:00 
#PBS -l mppwidth=768 
#PBS -j oe 
#PBS -V 
 
cd $PBS_O_WORKDIR 
module load vasp/5.2 
 
aprun -n 384 -N12 -S3 -cc cpu  gvasp 
 

Running time: 
 
LOOP: cpu time 236.71: real time 236.84 
LOOP: cpu time 307.94: real time 307.98 
LOOP: cpu time 252.94: real time 252.95 
LOOP: cpu time 249.16: real time 249.20 
LOOP: cpu time 322.15: real time 322.21 
LOOP: cpu time 279.92: real time 279.99 
LOOP: cpu time 287.14: real time 287.19 
LOOP: cpu time 285.03: real time 285.06 
LOOP: cpu time 302.00: real time 302.06 
LOOP: cpu time 286.12: real time 286.17 
LOOP: cpu time 291.82: real time 291.89 
LOOP: cpu time 288.59: real time 288.87 
LOOP: cpu time 295.42: real time 295.49 
LOOP: cpu time 285.90: real time 285.92 
LOOP: cpu time 291.63: real time 291.72 
LOOP: cpu time 287.91: real time 287.97 
LOOP: cpu time 282.06: real time 282.11 
LOOP: cpu time 286.01: real time 286.08 

Running time: 
 
LOOP: cpu time 116.42: real time 116.52 
LOOP: cpu time 148.80: real time 148.80 
LOOP: cpu time 122.04: real time 122.03 
LOOP: cpu time 120.16: real time 120.16 
LOOP: cpu time 152.31: real time 152.32 
LOOP: cpu time 96.28: real time 96.29 
LOOP: cpu time 98.36: real time 98.35 
LOOP: cpu time 97.60: real time 97.61 
LOOP: cpu time 102.41: real time 103.01 
LOOP: cpu time 98.42: real time 98.42 
LOOP: cpu time 99.54: real time 99.54 
LOOP: cpu time 98.88: real time 98.88 
LOOP: cpu time 100.47: real time 100.50 
LOOP: cpu time 98.11: real time 98.12 
LOOP: cpu time 99.73: real time 99.74 
LOOP: cpu time 98.59: real time 98.61 
LOOP: cpu time 97.05: real time 97.07 
LOOP: cpu time 97.98: real time 97.98 
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LOOP: cpu time 288.97: real time 289.07 
LOOP: cpu time 277.37: real time 277.41 
LOOP: cpu time 282.30: real time 282.38 
LOOP: cpu time 252.65: real time 252.73 
LOOP: cpu time 234.25: real time 234.28 
LOOP: cpu time 232.34: real time 232.47 
LOOP: cpu time 215.19: real time 215.22 
LOOP: cpu time 212.41: real time 212.45 
LOOP: cpu time 210.19: real time 210.24 
LOOP: cpu time 207.87: real time 207.94 
LOOP: cpu time 202.70: real time 202.77 
LOOP: cpu time 176.58: real time 176.89 
LOOP+: cpu time 8219.41: real time 8221.95
Elapsed time (sec): 8631.025 

LOOP: cpu time 99.27: real time 99.29 
LOOP: cpu time 95.84: real time 95.84 
LOOP: cpu time 96.53: real time 96.54 
LOOP: cpu time 88.27: real time 88.27 
LOOP: cpu time 83.17: real time 83.18 
LOOP: cpu time 82.75: real time 82.75 
LOOP: cpu time 77.94: real time 77.94 
LOOP: cpu time 76.94: real time 76.95 
LOOP: cpu time 76.42: real time 76.43 
LOOP: cpu time 75.92: real time 75.93 
LOOP: cpu time 74.48: real time 74.48 
LOOP: cpu time 66.51: real time 66.52 
LOOP+: cpu time 3052.79: real time 3053.71
Elapsed time (sec): 3327.090 
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APPENDIX B 

TYPICAL INITIAL DATASETS OF OXYGEN ATOM POTENTIAL. 

 

,j AD  ,j A  

-0.22887365E+00 

-0.17788331E+01 

-0.43081427E+01 

-0.10496011E+02 

0.25132887E+01 

0.25100771E+02 

-0.60836611E+01 

0.14746808E+02 

-0.13642236E+02 

0.19140063E+02 

-0.22412284E+02 

0.28526996E+02 

-0.34224721E+02 

0.39833950E+02 

-0.39534840E+02 

0.25108640E+02 

0.30000000E+00 

0.81654446E+00 

0.22224829E+01 

0.60491869E+01 

0.16464767E+02 

0.44814047E+02 

0.12197554E+03 

0.33199484E+03 

0.90362850E+03 

0.24595095E+04 

0.66943295E+04 

0.18220726E+05 

0.49593442E+05 

0.13498417E+06 

0.36740192E+06 

0.10000000E+07 
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APPENDIX C 

MINIMAL BASIS OF OXYGEN ATOMIC ORBITALS 

 
NUM_ALPHA_S_P_D_F 
20    20     0     0 
ALPHAS 
    0.12000000E+00    0.23711531E+00    0.46853060E+00    0.92579816E+00 
    0.18293410E+01    0.36147064E+01    0.71425186E+01    0.14113338E+02 
    0.27887404E+02    0.55104421E+02    0.10888418E+03    0.21515090E+03 
    0.42512977E+03    0.84003981E+03    0.16598859E+04    0.32798696E+04 
    0.64808943E+04    0.12805994E+05    0.25304144E+05    0.50000000E+05 
NUM_CORE_ORBITALS 
 1 
LS_WAVEFUNCTIONS 
 0 
   -0.25566292E-04    0.16520969E-03   -0.58567369E-03     0.17417748E-02 
    0.45574060E-01    0.75880064E+00    0.29760591E+01    0.55324124E+01 
    0.67200232E+01   0.64080889E+01    0.53539631E+01    0.41722344E+01 
    0.30186184E+01   0.23210644E+01    0.14372317E+01    0.14189511E+01 
    0.36862504E+00   0.12505747E+01   -0.43684461E+00    0.10389304E+01 
NUM_VALENCE_ORBITALS 
 2 
LS_WAVEFUNCTIONS 
 0 
   -0.30323632E-01   -0.20292707E+00   -0.56092422E+00   -0.80574631E+00 
   -0.56237334E+00    0.41171595E+00    0.14150850E+01    0.18848229E+01 
    0.19365685E+01    0.16682652E+01    0.13246322E+01     0.10070134E+01 
    0.71757075E+00    0.54905918E+00    0.33799786E+00     0.33391133E+00 
    0.86310405E-01     0.29375958E+00   -0.10262723E+00    0.24384273E+00 
 1 
    0.29744514E-01     0.82012528E-01     0.31921377E+00    0.66207498E+00 
    0.13325156E+01    0.18016892E+01    0.20678049E+01    0.19335284E+01 
    0.17794474E+01    0.12727443E+01    0.11390169E+01    0.66505790E+00 
    0.66740023E+00    0.27459813E+00    0.41654273E+00    0.61007983E-01 
    0.28565655E+00   -0.23183485E-01     0.15051292E+00    0.51245066E-01 
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APPENDIX D 

ABBREVIATIONS 

 
BA: bond angle 
BL: bond length 
BO: bond angle 
BP: Beche-Perdew 
CB: covalent band 
CTC: circulating-tumor-cell 
DFT: density functional theory 
DOS: density of states 
DZP: double- ζ polarization 
EB: extended basis 
FB: full basis 
FFT: fast Fourier transformation 
FJC: freely-joined chain 
FS: final structure 
GGA: generalized gradient approximation 
HB: hydrogen bond 
HDF5: Hierarchical Data Format Version 5 
HK: Hohenberg-Kohn 
HOMO: highest occupied molecular orbitals 
IS: initial structure 
KS: Kohn-Sham 
L(S)DA: local (spin) density approximation 
LCAO: linear combination of atomic orbitals 
LI: local index 
LUMO: lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals 
LYP: Lee-Yang-Parr 
MB: minimal basis 
MD: molecular dynamics 
M-DNA: molten-DNA 
NAB: Nucleic Acid Builder 
NERSC: National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center 
NNHO: near-neighbor hydrogen and oxygen 
O-DNA: opened-DNA 
OLCAO: orthogonalized linear combination of atomic orbitals 
PAW: projector augmented wave 
PBE: Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof 
PDOS: partial density of states 
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PES: photoelectron spectroscopy 
pN: pico Newton 
PW: plane wave 
PW86: Perdew-Wang86 
Q*: effective charge 
RDF: radial distribution function 
ROR: ring opening reaction 
SCF: self-consistent field 
siRNA: short interfering RNA  
SIESTA: Spanish Initiative for Electronic Simulations with Thousands of Atoms 
ssDNA: single-stranded DNA 
SZ: single-ζ 
Td: denaturation temperature 
TE: total energy 
US-PP: ultra-soft Vanderbilt pseudo-potential 
VASP: Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package 
VB: valence band 
WF: wave function 
WLC: worm-like chain 
XANES: x-ray absorption near edge structure  
XAS: x-ray absorption spectra 
XC: exchange correlation 
XRS: x-ray Raman scattering 
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